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ABSTRACT

The final piece of Dallapiccola’s “protest triptych” responding to Mussolinian
fascism, Canti di Liberazione (1955) shows Dallapiccola’s abiding interest in author
James Joyce’s work through its literary-inspired “simultaneity” and compositional
strategies that suggest mixed temporalities (diverse temporal modes). This connection
has significant implications on both the temporal and narrative forces at play within the
work.
Incorporating the work of philosophers such as Bergson and Adorno, I situate
nonlinearity within the context of twentieth-century cultural life. Following Kern, I
discuss the juxtaposition of distinct temporalities (simultaneity) in work such as
Joyce’s Ulysses, which Dallapiccola adored, in addition to providing an overview of
simultaneity in music. Next, I draw from Kramer and Reiner in examining the
manifestations of linearity and nonlinearity in music. I explain how intertextuality has
nonlinear implications and invites hermeneutic interpretation. Following Brown, I
identify different types of symbolism and quotation in the work. Motivic elements such
as the BACH cryptogram, musical references to Canti di Prigionia and Il Prigioniero,
and structural symbolism such as palindromic gestures, are all crucial components of
Liberazione’s unique temporal nexus. I explain how Dallapiccola’s intertextuality and
compositional devices (such as retrograde, cross-partitioning, motivic recurrence, and
rhythmic figuration) parallel Joyce’s techniques in Ulysses.
Finally, I present a temporal analysis of Liberazione. Drawing from Kramer, I
show how characteristics such as stepwise pitch relationships, homophony, and triadic
gestures suggest linearity, while pedal points, “floating rhythm,” proportions, and polarity
iii
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present nonlinearity. Moreover, I demonstrate how mixed temporalities (more than one
temporal mode) operate within the work, and how linearity and nonlinearity exist at
different structural levels. I explain how the recurring 01 dyad—a motivic minor second
or major seventh—also manifests in the background stepwise descent of the work (F# to
F), subverting the narrative transcendence of the conclusion. Ultimately, I categorize the
work as an example of Kramer’s multiply-directed linear time, given its structural pitch
connections and goal-directed teleology.
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CHAPTER I:
LUIGI DALLAPICCOLA AND MUSICAL TIME

I. INTRODUCTION
Around music as it is heard, time springs together in a radiant crystal, while unheard it
tumbles perniciously through empty time. Toward this latter experience, which
mechanical music undergoes hour by hour, new music is spontaneously aimed: toward
absolute oblivion. It is the true message in the bottle.1 —Theodor Adorno
When considering the work of composer Luigi Dallapiccola (1904-1975), many
important musical and historical associations arise. From concepts such as serialism to
more multifaceted topics like Italian fascism, protest music, and the agency of voice,
Dallapiccola’s music contains a wealth of material for musicological study. Yet the
concept of temporality in his work has been relatively neglected, despite the fact that
many scholars have acknowledged the significance of authors such as Proust and Joyce to
his creative language. Much of this research affirms Dallapiccola’s interest in memory,
self-quotation, and symbolism, but fails to connect these concepts to a schema of musical
time corresponding to that of his literary counterparts. To my knowledge, no one has
developed a hermeneutically and semiotically informed model of nonlinear musical time
that accounts for the Joycean and Proustian nonlinearity expressed through the symbolic
nexus in Dallapiccola’s work.
One might raise the concern that a temporal reading of Dallapiccola’s work has
limited relevance to the theoretical or even hermeneutic implications of his work. To this,

1

Theodor Adorno, Philosophy of New Music, trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2000 [1949]), 102.
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I respond that a very particular temporality is at the heart of Dallapiccola’s creative
methodologies, as evidenced by the authors and critical theorists who molded his
philosophical ideology. Dallapiccola’s extramusical influences had a profound influence
on his musical lexicon, from his conception of structure to his fundamental approach to
the relationships between and prevalence of notes. Dallapiccola’s “sense of an
expressivity founded upon a rational structure within the work of art can also be found in
many creators whose work impinged at various points upon Dallapiccola’s music: Dante,
Bach, Joyce, Berg, and Webern.”2 As Delaere writes, “taking temporal aspects into
account is not only beneficial for the study of the rhythmic structure of a piece but can
also be helpful in elucidating unresolved problems in the analysis of its pitch structure.”3
To this effect, I aim to present a more well-rounded picture of Dallapiccola’s work
through the lens of his underlying conception of temporality. Dallapiccola’s work springs
from a complex confluence of influences, memories, and ideologies that collectively
define him as an artist. By navigating this vast network, I hope to uncover constellations
of meaning within his work.
In my analysis, I focus on Canti di Liberazione given its unique historical and
intertextual significance. As the third of Dallapiccola’s “prisoner pieces,” it is often
categorized as a work of protest, written in response to the fascist regime. I show how
this classification alone falls short, and how Liberazione demonstrates Dallapiccola’s
adoption of nonlinear temporal characteristics inspired by Joyce and Proust. This analysis
is supported by Dallapiccola’s writings and lectures, the work of Dallapiccola scholars

2

Raymond Fearn, The Twelve-Tone Music of Luigi Dallapiccola (Rochester: University of Rochester
Press, 2003), 1.
3
Mark Delaere, “Tempo, Metre, Rhythm, Time in Twentieth-Century Music,” in Unfolding Time: Studies
of Temporality in Twentieth-Century Music, ed. Darla Crispin (Leuven University Press, 2009), 16.
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who have acknowledged both his interest in nonlinear time and his fondness for Joyce
and Proust, and musicologists such as Jonathan Kramer and Thomas Reiner, who have
established models for examining musical time.
I begin with biographical information in Chapter 1, in an effort to show how
childhood experiences—such as exile during wartime and exposure to the music of
Wagner—had a lasting impact on his creative philosophy, namely in his preoccupation
with memory, time, and intertextuality. Similarly, events in his adult life—his
introduction to Schoenberg, for instance—are especially pertinent given his association
of Schoenberg’s Opus 31 Variations with the work of Joyce and Proust. In addition, his
experiences creating his “protest pieces” in the wake of the Second World War are vital
in understanding the creation of Liberazione.
Next, I discuss how Dallapiccola’s literary influences are evident in both his
intertextual approach, and in his understanding of serialism and musical construction.
Given the significance of Joyce to depictions of nonlinearity in twentieth-century art and
music, I discuss how the author’s work conveys nonlinear time, and discuss
commonalities between his techniques and serialism. I then outline various theories on
musical time, beginning with an overview of temporality in the twentieth century. I
explain how technological advancements prompted an expanding of the perceived
present, and a paradigmatic shift in the way the public viewed the passing of time.
Incorporating the work of Bergson, Brelet, Adorno, and others, I discuss how these shifts
were manifest in literature, art, and music, and specifically address how the work of
Joyce relates to theories of nonlinear time. Then, I turn to theories of musical time,
explaining how different scholars analyze the temporality of music (the time of music, as

3
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opposed to music in time). Here, I show how scholars such as Reiner and Kramer have
drawn from fields such as semiotics, psychology, and musicology in order to create
valuable models for analyzing musical time. I explain how Kramer’s mixed temporalities,
multiply-directed linear time, and nondirected linear time are especially useful in
analyzing atonal works.
Chapter 2 discusses Dallapiccola’s use of intertextuality and symbolism, drawing
from the work of scholars such as Rosemary Brown. I show how symbolism, quotation,
and allusion create an intertextual web that profoundly enriches Liberazione. I show how
Liberazione is interconnected with earlier works, including Dallapiccola’s first two
“protest pieces,” Il prigioniero and Canti di prigionia.
Chapters 3-5 involve musical analysis of Liberazione. Drawing from the temporal
theories outlined earlier, I chart nonlinearity in each movement along the lines of certain
recurring musical characteristics, including juxtaposition of textures, elision, and musical
quotation. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses my conclusion that Liberazione follows what
Kramer terms “multiply-directed linear time,” in that its essential goal is the dyadic
motion from the F# beginning of the first piece, to the F sonority that ends the third (the
01 dyad is a significant, recurring motive throughout the work). While nonlinearity is
evident throughout, on a foreground level, the underlying linear goals of the work cannot
be overlooked. Further supporting my conclusion is the fratello motive formed by the
beginning pitch centers of each movement. In addition, tonal references throughout
suggest tonic/dominant hierarchies that strengthen underlying linear goals. My analysis
illustrates how Dallapiccola’s adoption of Joycean nonlinear techniques results in a
unique web of mixed temporalities in Liberazione.

4
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II. BIOGRAPHY
My long years of teaching have presented me with ample opportunity to offer my students
these words of advice: “Memory, memory, and again, memory. Take careful notice of
everything around you. None of you can know a priori how important your brief notes
might later be to your work.” And how many times have I told my students what a great
help I received at a very important moment in my growth from the two great poets of
memory, Marcel Proust and James Joyce.4—Luigi Dallapiccola
A. Early life
Several elements of Dallapiccola’s childhood impacted his creative philosophies.
Growing up in Pisino (Pazin), on the Istrian peninsula, a region that was then part of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, afforded him a unique geographical perspective. This
geographical convergence of Italian, Austrian, and Hungarian influences prompted a
restlessness in Dallapiccola that would spark tropes of questioning, the solo wanderer,
and circularity.5 Fearn describes Dallapiccola’s work as a collection of “journeyings and
returns,” hinting at the nexus of references from various times, places, and people.6
Another element of this circular, journeying ideology was his personal
experiences of exile. Both of the World Wars were significant in this regard; his family
was deported to Graz in March of 1917 when his father’s school was deemed politisch
unverlasslich, politically untrustworthy, and he and his Jewish wife Laura were often in
hiding during World War II, staying with trusted friends or living apart. To Dallapiccola,
his family’s internment in Graz was a vital part of his “remembrance of things past,” and
the juxtaposition of this event with the beginnng of his adolescence was particularly
4

Luigi Dallapiccola, “Birth of a Libretto” (paper presented at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
October 1967, in the Library of Congress Dallapiccola/Dwight Collection), 1.
5
Luigi Dallapiccola, “The Genesis of the Canti di Prigionia and Il Prigioniero: An Autobiographical
Fragment,” trans. Jonathan Schiller, The Musical Quarterly 39, no. 3 (1953): 357.
6
Fearn, 270.
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meaningful.7 Luca Sala explains that, “with the imprisonment he suffered grew a need for
liberation, a secular-existential and intellectual need that was at the same time spiritual.”8
The ideas of imprisonment and liberation remained close to Dallapiccola’s heart
throughout his life.
In addition, it was during his family’s twenty-month exile in Graz that
Dallapiccola became familiar with Wagner. With a paltry wartime budget for food, his
mother would often buy him a seat high up in the gallery of the opera house as a source
of distraction and comfort. He became deeply familiar with the operatic oeuvre of
Wagner by the time he was fourteen. After hearing the Flying Dutchman in May of 1917,
he decided to become a musician.9 Dallapiccola’s lasting interest in Wagner is evidenced
by his integration of musical and poetic dramas, a synthesis that Fearn pinpoints as an
indispensible facet of Dallapiccola’s mature style.10 As we will see, this intertextual
component of Dallapiccola’s work is one of the most captivating and multifaceted
components of his creative philosophy.

B. Introduction to Schoenberg
The figure of Schoenberg was essential to Dallapiccola’s formative years as a
composer. Dallapiccola revered Schoenberg, and several of his works reveal the
influence of the older composer. The use of the BACH motive in Liberazione, for
example, is one of many ways in which Dallapiccola paid homage to Schoenberg, having

7

Dallapiccola 1953, 356.
Luca Sala, “La Protest-Music” di Luigi Dallapiccola,” in Italian Music During the Fascist Period, ed.
Iliano (Brepols, 2004), 590. “La sofferta prigionia fece crescere in lui un’esigenza interiore di liberazione,
un’esigenza laica-esistenziale e intellettuale—ma allo stesso tempo spirituale” (translation mine).
9
Dallapiccola 1953, 359-360.
10
Fearn 2003, 202.
8
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heard the motive used in Schoenberg’s Variations, Op. 31 at a crucial juncture in his
compositional career. As we will see, Dallapiccola’s use of the motive in Liberazione is
especially significant given the numerous intertexual connections that result.
Dallapiccola first encountered the work of Schoenberg in 1921, through
Ildebrando Pizzetti’s Intermezzi critici, which included a scathing review of
Schoenberg’s Harmonielehre (1910).11 Recalling the importance of this discovery later in
life, Dallapiccola evoked the Joycean phrase from Ulysses, “How life begins.”12
Schoenberg’s treatise would follow Dallapiccola for forty-two years throughout his
travels, and through wartime.13 While it was Wagner who inspired him to become a
musician, it was a performance of Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire on April 1, 1924 in
Florence—conducted by Schoenberg himself—that inspired Dallapiccola to become a
composer, and to learn more about atonal music.14 “My orientation was decided on the
night of April 1st, 1924, when I saw Arnold Schoenberg conduct a performance of his
Pierrot Lunaire in the Sala Bianca of the Palazzo Pitti,” he remembers, noting how that
single moment changed the course of his entire life.15
Another vital moment for Dallapiccola occurred at the thirteenth Festival for the
ISCM (International Society for Contemporary Music) in 1935 in Prague, when he first
heard Schoenberg’s Variations for Orchestra, Opus 31. At this same festival he also heard
Webern’s Concerto, Opus 24. Dallapiccola directly links this moment in his past with the
work of Joyce and Proust, noting that:
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At the…festival, when I heard Schoenberg’s Variations Op. 31, for the first time,
I noticed something I had never been taught at the Conservatoire: that one of the
most marked differences between classical music (I speak of sonata form, which
is perhaps the highest achievement of classical music) and music based on a noteseries could be formulated as follows. In classical music, the theme is nearly
always subjected to melodic transformation, while its rhythm remains unaltered;
in music based on a note series, the task of transformation is concerned with the
arrangement of the notes, independent of rhythmic considerations. My first
acquaintance with two great writers, James Joyce and Marcel Proust, date from
this time.16
This moment was of lasting significance to Dallapiccola. His musical epiphany
directly ties the music of Schoenberg to the techniques of Joyce and Proust. When his
access to twelve-tone scores was limited during the Second World War, Dallapiccola
found solace, inspiration, and musical analogies in the work of Joyce and Proust. In his
words, “lacking treatises on twelve-note music and being unable to obtain the scores I
needed, I found in the works of these writers confirmation of what I had dimly felt after
hearing the works of Schoenberg and Webern.”17 Dallapiccola’s understanding of
Schoenberg—as well as serialism in general—seems to have been directly interwoven
with the literary ideologies and strategies of Joyce and Proust.

C. Wartime and the protest triptych
Dallapiccola describes the decade (1938-1948) in which he composed the first
two pieces in his “protest triptych,” the Canti di Prigionia and the opera Il Prigioniero, as
ten years spent “in spirit with prisoners,” despite other works he composed in that
timespan.18 In 1941, with the Canti di Prigionia not yet finished, he had already decided
to write a companion piece. Over ten years in advance of its completion, he envisioned
Dallapiccola 1951, 323.!
Ibid., 322.!
18
Dallapiccola 1953, 356.!
16
17
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what would become Canti di Liberazione: another piece with Latin texts and a similar
fundamental structure (three movements, the first and third Adagio and the second an
Allegro about half the duration of one of the outer movements.19
Dallapiccola began writing his Canti di Prigionia in 1938, the same year as the
Racial Laws were passed in Italy. “Only through music could I express my indignation,”
Dallapiccola writes; “In those days I was far from imagining that, only a few years later,
various works created in that gloomy period or in that which followed would be defined
as ‘protest music.’”20
Composing his third protest piece—the accompanying work to Prigionia—was a
complicated and introspective process. “I can’t tell you how many times I had hoped to
begin the Canti di Liberazione,” he writes, “nor how many times (in my diary) I had
noted having begun such a task....But shortly afterwards I became aware that I was not
sufficiently mature for such a work, or that the times were not sufficiently mature.”21 “For
years I have longed for the moment to begin this work, and to finish it chanting ‘exarsi in
pacem tuam.’”22 In addition, he found himself faced with the daunting task of selecting
text that would serve the expressive purposes of the second Canti while adhering to his
envisioned durations for each movement.23
After extensive soul-searching, Dallapiccola finally selected for the first
movement a fragment of a letter by Sebastiano Castellio, written to an unknown friend on
July 1, 1555, in Basel; three verses from Chapter 15 of the Biblical Exodus for the second
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movement; and for the third, an excerpt from Book 10, Chapter 27 of the Confessions of
St. Augustine. His text selection reflects the personal and philosophical motivations
behind the work. As Dallapiccola writes, “Castellio, Calvin’s opponent, was punished
with exile for having incessantly sustained the struggle in favor of the spirit of tolerance
in political and religious matters.”24 Dallapiccola had held this letter dear for some time,
having considered it also for the third movement of the Canti di Prigionia.25 He also
acknowledges that his decision to set St. Augustine’s sacred and transcendent text was a
risky choice; given his music was “very far from the sublimity of the Saint’s words,” he
writes, he “tried to approach [the words] with perfect awareness of the hopeless problem
I faced.”26
In December of 1951, Dallapiccola decided to compose an all-interval row for the
piece; “for my part the attempts were most laborious,” he recalls, “above all because I
wanted the series to be musical.”27 He sketched what he referred to as his, “very special
twelve-tone row,” during his second visit to the United States, in 1952.28 With the row
established, he was finally ready to write; but, before launching fully into Liberazione, he
began “serial studies” in the form of the piano work Quaderno Musicale di Annalibera.
He wrote Quaderno, which was dedicated to his young daughter, while embarking upon a
trip from Canada to Mexico. As we will see later, Liberazione and Quaderno—and in
addition, the latter’s orchestral version, Variazioni—are conceptually, historically, and
intertextually related. “I don’t think that an accurate analysis of the Canti di Liberazione
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is possible without a preliminary study of the Quaderno and then of its orchestral
interpretation, entitled Variazioni, written in 1954,” he writes.29
Dallapiccola finally undertook the process of writing Canti di Liberazione
between 1952 and 1955 in Tanglewood, Vittoria Apuana, and Florence. In the 1950’s he
travelled several times to the United States to teach composition at institutions such as
Tanglewood and Queens College, CUNY, and his work on Liberazione coincided with
this period of travel. Dallapiccola spoke of his Liberazione sketches as a “work in
progress,” borrowing the phrase which was famously Joyce’s working title for
Finnegan’s Wake.30 Joyce used this term to refer to the novel while he was working on it,
and as short excerpts were published in literary magazines.31
In the next section, I will explain how Dallapiccola’s musical aesthetic
incorporates intertextuality, and shows the influence of Joyce and Proust. These
observations will establish points of reference for analyzing the temporality of
Liberazione as it relates to Joycean nonlinearity.
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III. DALLAPICCOLA’S MUSICAL AESTHETIC

A. Intertextuality
Crucial to Dallapiccola’s serialist language is his ingenious use of
intertextuality, connecting works by himself and others to past ones in a nexus of
references and self-quotation. The term ‘intertextuality’ refers to the concept of a given
text lending meaning to another. This concatenation of old and new suggests what
Adorno calls the universal post-war “eclecticism of the shattered,” and is a crucial
element of Dallapiccola’s mature style.32
As Brown explains, Dallapiccola’s intertextual ideology is cyclic, in that he often
unifies different movements or distinct works through shared musical motives and
figures, even transplanting complete sections or movements of one work into another.33
Dallapiccola acknowledges how the same poetic themes tend to recur cyclically in his
work. “Just as the streams in my native region, the Carso, plunge for a time into deep
abysses and after flowing a good many kilometers underground, emerge again on the
surface with new names and other colors, so does the same process seem to occur in me
with regard to certain poetic themes,” he observes.34
Intertextuality results in a redefinition of texts given their interrelation and
integration in new contexts. The integration of Canti di Liberazione with Dallapiccola’s
other works—in particular the two earlier “protest pieces”—demonstrates how
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Dallapiccola created a network of connections between the individual pieces by
“underlining their common conceptual themes with recurring musical motifs.”35
Dallapiccola’s use of intertextuality seems related to his autobiographical style.
He was highly cognizant of the repercussions of childhood events on his life and work,
and in his self-analysis—presented both in writing and lectures—he consistently refers to
these events as fundamental to his philosophies and creative oeuvre. “Like Dante, his
polestar, Dallapiccola was an intensely autobiographical—not to say confessional—
writer,” Shackelford notes.36 When discussing his protest triptych, for instance, he
purposely focuses on personal recollections rather than a thorough discussion of technical
details.37 But he was also conscious of the malleability and fallability of memory, noting
that, “Not every moment is equally suited to reviewing one’s entire life all at once,” and
explaining that, “It isn’t easy to look back at the past....even for an artist who carefully
scrutinizes his emotions, it is often difficult to guess precisely from what source his
fantasy received the first creative impulse.”38 At the same time, he was aware of how the
burgeoning field of psychoanalysis supported his embrace of the past.39
One significant example of a recurring idea linked to his past is the character of
Ulysses, which Dallapiccola returned to several times in his creative life. When
explaining the importance of the Ulysses figure, Dallapiccola pinpoints three childhood
experiences, and launches into a “new voyage into [his] temps perdu,” a Proustian
reference he was fond of repeating.40 One of these moments was a family trip to the
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movies in August of 1912, when they saw Giuseppe de Liguoro’s “The Odyssey of
Homer” in his mother’s hometown. Even decades later, Dallapiccola would recall the
film with great detail and emotion. When describing the creation of his libretto for Ulisse,
the memory of de Liguoro’s film is a crucial piece of the puzzle, referred to in Proustian
terms. “I am not afraid of time,” Dallapiccola notes, acknowledging how the first glimpse
of the libretto had occurred in 1943, the work begun in 1956 and then put on hold,
completed between 1958–1959, and the music begun in the summer of 1960. He explains
that, despite this long compositional process, it became clear upon recollection that the
distant origin of the work was the viewing of “The Odyssey of Homer” in Ala, Trentino,
where his mother was born. In this way, he notes, “everthing is a recherché du temps
perdu”41
This iconic childhood event, with its connotations of geographical nostalgia,
family, and the trials of the wanderer, helped shape Dallapiccola’s version of the
Ulyssean narrative. Similar to his interrogatory approach to liberation (the concept is
often presented in a questioning or doubtful manner, as in the final scene of Il
Prigioniero), Dallapiccola’s Dantean approach to the Ulysses story presents a hero who
is struck down before being redeemed by Divine Grace, a representation of the modern
man.42 This confluence of transcendence and loss is visible not only in Dallapiccola’s
narrative choices, but also in his musical strategies, as we will see in Chapter 6.
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The idea of the Ulyssean wanderer is also applicable to Dallapiccola’s methods
of introspection throughout his life. “Dallapiccola’s characteristic method of investigation
both of self and the world,” Shackelford writes, “was a recherche du temps perdu
understood not as passive ‘remembrance’ but as an active, relentless search.”43 As
Dallapiccola wrote in 1967, “At my age, any musical work, whether it is written in two
months or six years, is the result of a lifetime’s experience.”44 Fearn explains that
Dallapicola’s creative methodology involves incorporating “any experience, however
unimportant it might seem at the time...waiting to have unexpected results in a quite
different context many years later.”45 This attention to autobiographical details and the
recurring use of ideas throughout his life help illustrate how Dallapiccola’s creative
process was heavily influenced by the concepts of time and memory.
Dallapiccola’s intertextual thinking was also influenced by his interactions with
thinkers in other fields. Dallapiccola forged close ties to his peers in the fields of music,
literature, and philosophy, and these relationships seem to have impacted his creative
outlook. His friendships often shed light on his interests and ideologies, as his friendship
with musicologist Luigi Magnani—who explores temporality in Proust in his 1968 book
La musica, il tempo, l’eterno nella “Recherche” di Proust—demonstrates.
Aside from these relationships, Dallapiccola wrote articles on music for his friend
Alessandro Bonsanti’s journals Letteratura and Il Mondo in the 1930’s and 1940’s,
respectively. He later adapted his Il Mondo articles into a lecture that he delivered at a
symposium organized for the Scuola superiore di commercio di San Gallo, which
included other speakers from various fields, including philosopher Arnold Gehlen,
43
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physicist Werner Heisenberg, and writer Hans Egon Holthusen. Dallapiccola’s lecture,
La musique moderne et son rapport avec les autres arts, demonstrates the composer’s
deep, abiding love for the arts—as well as an immense understanding of art and literary
history—but also illustrates his creative ideologies. Specificially, Dallapiccola asserts his
recurring idea that the artist is beholden to the work, a belief rooted in Proustian ideology
that states that the artist is not free to create a new work, but must search for the hidden
truth within the work itself.46 This idea is one that we find consistently in Dallapiccola’s
creative thought. In describing the reciprocal relationship between artist and artwork,
Dallapiccola was fond of quoting Nietzche: “If you look into an abyss for a long time,
you will find that the abyss is also looking at you.”47
This idea of reciprocity shaped how Dallapiccola viewed the process of text
selection. He often wondered whether it was the composer who chose the text, or if the
text appears at just the right moment, “bearing within itself something mysteriously
preshaped, by virtue of which the composer is tempted suddenly to recognize it almost as
his own creation?”48 This question was also explored by several of Dallapiccola’s favorite
authors, including Marcel Proust, as well as his artistic colleagues, including Italian
music critic Massimo Mila.49 I believe that the mystical perspective with which
Dallapiccola viewed the relationship of music and text is further evidence of how deeply
he integrated literary influences into his writing process. In the next section, we will
explore his connection to several of these authors, namely James Joyce.
46
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B. Literary influences
Dallapiccola’s interest in literature extended far beyond the Ulysses character; he
devoured the work of various authors throughout his life. His expansive knowledge of
literature was sparked by his exposure to the Florentine literary journal Solaria, which
was founded in 1926 and included work by Proust, Joyce, and Kafka. His interactions
with journal contributors were especially beneficial given Solaria’s progressive bent. In
addition, scholars suggest that it was in Solaria that Dallapiccola first encountered the
work of Joyce and Proust. Dallapiccola was also influenced in the 1920’s by his
interactions with artists, musicians, and writers at the Giubbe Rosse Cafe in the Piazza
della Republica in Florence.50
For Dallapiccola, the novel was the means to understand music as well as to gain
a deeper understanding of philosophy and humanity. He actively looked for artforms in
which contemporary thought was embedded, and, as Noller states, “where a modern state
of mind had become language in a paradigmatic way.”51 Dallapiccola connected musical
allusion to literary examples, and found a wealth of source material in the modern novel.
His predilection for vocal music is another facet of his preference for the literary
tradition. “It is significant that Dallapiccola has written only a small amount of purely
instrumental music,” Nathan notes, “In spite of the importance of musical configuration
in his work, he aims at ‘meaning’ and psychological suggestiveness.”52 “It will come as
no surprise to anybody familiar with my music if I affirm that the word, sometimes even
the sound of the syllable, has always been of supreme interest to me, right from the
beginning of my career—both the word in the theater and divorced from it,” Dallapiccola
Fearn 2003, 7-8.!
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52
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notes.53 The predominance of vocalists or choir in his work further demonstrates this
affinity. He held his texts dear, believing that he was only prepared to integrate words
and music once he had thoroughly memorized and internalized the poetry. “Copying
poems has always been a habit of mine, putting them aside for the future, carrying the
slips of paper about with me in my wallet for many years and learning them by heart,”
Dallapiccola explains. “Only by knowing a poem by heart makes full appreciation
possible for me; thinking about it while walking the street, testing every syllable and
every word....Without this gradual absorption the finding of a musical equivalent to the
poem would be impossible for me.”54
Dallapiccola’s literary idols included Thomas Mann, whose Das Gesetz (The
Law) inspired Dallapiccola to set verses from the Biblical Exodus in the second
movement of Canti di Liberazione.55 Dallapiccola was especially intrigued by Mann’s
depiction of Miriam’s timpani virtuosity, and also attributes the red brick, desert color of
the movement to the influence of the book.56 Dallapiccola dedicated this movement to
Mann to commemorate the author’s eightieth birthday. Meeting Mann in 1952 was a
significant moment in Dallapiccola’s life; the two discussed James Joyce, and Mann
spoke of Joyce’s incredible influence and ability to depict life mythologically.57
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Of all his literary idols, it was James Joyce who exerted lasting, “tremendous
influence” on Dallapiccola’s aesthetic and technique.58 Dallapiccola’s personal library
contains nearly all the work of Joyce; as Ruffini notes, from 1933–1966 Dallapiccola’s
interest in Joyce was constant, and periodically reconfirmed at significant moments in his
life.59 Joyce’s influence reached an apex around 1950, and around the same time
Dallapiccola’s serialist language crystallized.60 This correlation is significant given it also
coincides with the creation of Liberazione.
Dallapiccola’s interest in Joyce demonstrates on a small scale the author’s
profound influence on twentieth-century composers of various aesthetics.61 Klein
explains that the impact of Joyce’s work on composers was felt most intensely in the
years following World War II, when their music was influenced by formal breakthroughs
in Ulysses such as cyclicism, parody, pastische, and the presentation of chapters in
differing styles. For instance, Berio’s compositional process of rewriting and adding new
layers and new complexity to his work shows the methodology of the Joycean “work-inprogress.” Composers were also influenced by Joyce’s poetry—which offered fresh and
evocative material for text settings—and his musical approach to language.
Joyce himself was an accomplished amateur tenor and opera enthusiast, and his
prose is replete with musical analogues, quotations and references. These musical
allusions and quotations evoke a plethora of feelings by creating an intertextual web of
referents. In Ulysses, Joyce’s use of musical allusions reaches new heights with over
seven hundred of them in the novel, including culturally relevant song titles or musical
58
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lyrics.62 Joyce’s aim was accessibility; modernist authors knew their readers needed a
greater sensory experience, and aimed to transmit expression through a diversity of
sounds. “Modernists wanted their novels to sound out, to be listened to,” Frattarola
explains, “and they achieved this by including the sounds of everyday life formally in
their works and paying particular attention to how their characters are shaped by those
sounds.”63
In Tre Poemi (1949), we see Dallapiccola’s first musical response to Joyce, a
setting of “A Flower Given to My Daughter,” which was dedicated to his own daughter,
Annalibera.64 Fearn explains how Dallapiccola’s use of internal rhyming and his
presentation of the four forms of the row, correspond to Joyce’s text.65
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Figure 1.1: Structure of Tre Poemi, I66

At the word “time” in the movement, Dallapiccola writes, “il canto riprende per
moto retrogrado la quadrinita precedenté” (the song continues the preceding quadrinity in
retrograde motion), and the movement progresses in a mirror image of what came before.
This centering around the word “time” and the dedication to his daughter shed a bit of
light on Dallapiccola’s expressive intent, illustrating how central time and memory were
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to his creative philosophy. Adding an additional layer of nostalgia is a connection to
Dallapiccola’s homeland, given Joyce wrote the poem while living in Trieste in 1913.
Knowing how carefully Dallapiccola chose his text, it seems evident that Joyce’s
depiction of the frail, lovely daughter and the invisible reality of time resonated with him,
especially in the aftermath of World War II.
Later in life, Dallapiccola set eight lines from A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man (Ding dong the castle bell) for the third movement of Requiescant (1957-8). When
Dallapiccola first encountered the book in 1943, he made a point to memorize the verses
and consciously set them aside for a future musical setting.67 Like the first movement of
Tre Poemi, Dallapiccola dedicated his first idea for Recquiescant to his daughter
Annalibera. His dedication included the words “How Life Begins,” a reference to Joyce’s
Ulysses.68 He also incorporated text from A Portrait of the Artist into his Ulisse libretto,
transforming Joyce’s “Never! Ever!” motive into “Sempre! Mai!” in the Hades scene of
his opera.69
Dallapiccola was especially influenced by the timescape of Ulysses, a
concatenation of events and memories containing “recurrences, co-incidences, references
both backward and forward; the period of twenty-four hours is seen to fold in upon itself,
to unravel, to create short-circuits in which one event re-enacts another, one moment or
one memory evokes (or, as often as not only half-evokes) a moment passed earlier;
figures, personalities, ideas, phrases, all recur most unceasingly as Joyce recounts both
the exterior events of the day and the interior thoughts of the protagonist.” It is this
temporal dynamic, Fearn notes, that impacted Dallapiccola’s opera Ulisse most of all;
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“time conceived not as a constantly unwinding thread, but as one whose threads connect
and interweave at many points, creating an intricate web of suggestion, allusion, and
recurrence.”70
But it was not just nonlinearity that interested Dallapiccola. In addition, he was
intrigued by the ways in which Joyce’s prose expressed “musical speech, in analogy with
the expansion of real time practiced in literature.” 71 Dallapiccola consciously connects
prose, atonality, and a sense of expansion or liberation:
What has atonality given us? It has allowed us to construct music in a manner
comparable to prose rather than to poetry divided by lines—it has shown us a way
to expand the length of periods. I have been interested in this possibility for some
time, also dodecaphonically—to see how this expansion can be done with the
melodic line. Atonality has given us a sense of liberation...72
This is significant, in that it demonstrates Dallapiccola’s association of prose
techniques, their musical counterparts, and a resulting expansion of the temporal present
(we will discuss the latter in the next chapter). I believe Dallapiccola’s efforts to achieve
this expansion through musical strategies extend to a desire for freedom from the linear
time typically associated with tonal music.
Aside from the temporal characteristics of Joyce’s style, Dallapiccola was
particularly influenced by Joyce’s wordplay strategies, specifically his manipulation of
sounds.73 Dallapiccola explicitly connects Joycean strategies with the twelve-tone idiom,
noting similarities in their arrangement of sounds. “In the works of James Joyce, above
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all in Ulysses, I was immediately struck by certain assonances,” Dallapiccola notes. He
explains how Joyce’s techiques correspond to serialism; after studying Ulysses, he came
to the conclusion that “an identical succession of notes could take on a different meaning
by being arranged in a different way.” Dallapiccola elaborates further on this trope of
arrangement and assonance, recalling how, “I was struck by Joyce’s occasional use of an
identical word first in its usual form and afterwards in its reverse form, beginning with
the last letter and ending with the first.”74
Nathan explains that Dallapiccola’s interest in Joycean arrangement is related to
the potential for new meaning created by rearranging letters, retrograde reading,
omission, addition, or replacement of letters.75 Significantly, Dallapiccola connects
arrangement devices both with musical cancrizans and with ancient languages (the latter
suggesting the lasting influence of his father), noting how in some of these languages,
“the roots of certain words of opposite meaning...are the same, and that certain words still
have a meaning even if they are read cancrizans.”76 Joyce’s and Proust’s work led
Dallapiccola to an epiphany about the arts in general, and in specific led to a deeper
understanding of the twelve-tone idiom:
My observations on Joyce’s prose encouraged me and showed me that, at bottom,
the problems of all the arts are a single problem. The assonances I had noticed in
Joyce led me to realize that, in the use of a twelve-note series, the most careful
and conscientious effort must be devoted to its arrangement; contact with Marcel
Proust gave me the opportunity of getting a definitive outlook on the new
dialectic and new constructive method of the twelve-note system.77
This interest in the arrangement of sounds is evident in Dallapiccola’s fondness
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for wordplay, which is demonstrated not only in Dallapiccola’s own recollections, but
also in the form of his scribbles and sketches. For instance, a menu from the Ristorante
Baghino, in Viareggio, Tuscany—housed in the Dallapiccola/Dwight Collection at the
Library of Congress—shows Dallapiccola examining word relationships of homonyms as
well as the use of assonances, and different languages. Table 1.1 compiles these words.

Table 1.1: Menu from Ristorante Baghino: homonyms and assonances
Word
Mirare

Errare/errante
Cocotte

Cocotte/yacht

Definition
To look up to on high;
vision; to sight; take aim at;
to train (viser); to take a
shot at; to aim high
Mistake; error; wandering;
trip/voyage
Stew pan; “poule” or femme
legere (prostitute); cook on
a ship in Dutch/Danish
(kok)
Yacht from Danish jacht,
hunting ship;
Cocotte=chasser la femme

Type of Relationship
Homonymic within Italian

Homonymic within Italian
Homonymic; multilingual

Assonance (same vowels);
multilingual

As the table shows, Dallapiccola was intrigued by the interplay of sounds and the
relationships suggested through their multiple meanings. His interest in this manipulation
of sounds based on arrangement and reinterpretation is directly connected to his musical
strategies, in which constituent elements (such as discrete trichords) form a derived
aggregate, palindromes frame important moments, or cross-partitions suggest melodic or
tonal references. As we will see, Dallapiccola’s use of juxtaposition further demonstrates
his careful use of arrangement and the manipulation of sounds and musical components.
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These claims might seem far-fetched, but scholars have noted the connection
between Joycean arrangement and Dallapiccola’s compositional methodology. Noller
suggests that Dallapiccola’s interest in wordplay through assonances and homonyms is
not merely frivolous, but speaks to a deeper goal, one that transcends semantics.78 The
arrangement or rearrangement of events in narrative, their aesthetic ordering, can have
profound implications on meaning and temporality, as Joyce’s work has shown. As
specific ideas are found in numerous distinct arrangements and reorderings, different
meanings are achieved through the new contexts that emerge and through the
relationships between these discrete elements.79 I interpret Dallapiccola’s use and reuse of
his music’s constituent elements as a component of his temporal strategies.
Along with James Joyce, Marcel Proust—whose Á la recherche du temps perdu is
an especially significant literary piece of the nonlinear temporal puzzle—significantly
impacted Dallapiccola.80 Sala explains that Proust’s work offered Dallapiccola the chance
to explore the dialectic of musical discourse and to reflect upon time as the fourth
dimension in music.81 Noller posits that Dallapiccola’s incorporation of Proust’s ideas
was inspired not by the “obvious musical allusions” that are interwoven with the text, but
by Proust’s groundbreaking technique of introducing characters that is, in itself, not
musical at all.82 This technique can be summarized as Proust’s tendency to reveal
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information about the characters gradually rather than introducing them all at once; he
informs us of their existence, but we only come to know them through allusions and hints
in a drawn-out narrative process.
Noller suggests that Dallapiccola’s row must necessarily be understood in
connection with the “Proustian definition of person,” as the the tone row is gradually
revealed through the presentation of its constituent melodic and rhythmic
characteristics.83 Indeed, Dallapiccola writes that the difference between twelve-tone and
classical music—at its core a difference of dialectic—is built upon this opposition of the
character development process. In his words, “in music based on a series, instead of
finding ourselves faced with a character rhythmically and melodically defined at the
outset, we have to wait a long time: exactly as we had to wait a long time for the
rhythmic and melodic definition of Albertine.”84
Dallapiccola acknowledges the connection between Proust’s work and twelvetone music, noting that—above all—it was Proust who taught him the most about twelvetone composition.85 Scholars confirm the link between twelve-tone music and the work of
Proust and Joyce. Ruffini asserts that the connection between Joyce’s work and the
twelve-tone idiom is impossible to miss.86 Fearn explains that literary texts were essential
to Dallapiccola’s understanding of serialism. “Dallapiccola’s was after all
quintessentially a vocal rather than an instrumental musical art, one whose
communication depended upon very specific verbal images and expressions, as well as
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upon a very precise and carefully measured employment of language,” Fearn notes, “The
qualities of a literary text were therefore crucial in stimulating the composer’s musical
image-making.”87
Table 1.2 includes examples of Joyce’s techniques of arrangement and wordplay
in Ulysses that I suggest were influential to Dallapiccola.

Table 1.2: Examples of Joycean arrangement and wordplay in Ulysses
Pages
117

367
631

5, 10,
28

Technique
Excerpt
Slant
Martin Cunningham forgot to to give us his spellingbee
rhyme,
conundrum this morning. It is amusing to view the unpar one ar
alliteration alleled embarra two ars is it? double ess ment of a harassed
pedlar while gauging au the symmetry of a peeled pear under a
cemetery wall. Silly isn’t it? Cemetery put in of course on
account of the symmetry
alliteration Before born babe bliss had
Within womb won he worship
anagrams What anagrams had he made on his name in youth?
Leopold Bloom
Ellpodbomool
Molldopeloob
Bollopedoom
Old Ollebo, M.P.
repetition Stephen, an elbow rested on the jagged granite, leaned his palm
against his brow and gazed at the fraying edge of his shiny black
coatsleeve. Pain, that was not yet the pain of love, fretted his
heart. Silently, in a dream she had come to him after her death,
her wasted body within its loose brown graveclothes giving off
an odour of wax and rosewood, her breath, that had bent upon
him, mute, reproachful, a faint odour of wetted ashes.
In a dream, silently, she had come to him, her wasted body
within its loose graveclothes giving off an odour of wax and
rosewood, her breath bent over him with mute secret words, a
faint odour of wetted ashes.
She was no more: the trembling skeleton of a twig burnt in the
fire, an odour of rosewood and wetted ashes.
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The use of slant rhyme, alliteration, and anagrams (along with other techniques
such as retrograde) can be witnessed in Dallapiccola’s use of imitation, palindromic
passages, durational layering, inversion, and musical cancrizans. Similarly, Joyce’s
repetition of recognizable words or Homeric epithets can be related to Dallapiccola’s
repetition of the 01 or BACH motives.
It is important to remember that when Dallapiccola encountered Recherche and
Ulysses it was not only the assonances—the sounds—which struck him, but on a deeper
level their nonlinear, non-developmental temporalities. The love for words becomes love
for the sounds they create, which in turn become important temporal markers.88 For
instance, Proust’s use of the Vinteuil sonata reference in Recherche, particularly the
“petite phrase” serves as a leitmotif representing the work of the fictitious composer but
also as a trigger for memory recall throughout the book.89 References throughout
Recherche interact to create unique constellations and reinterpretations, and as Magnani
describes, they are divorced from their context and become redefined, like distinct
particles in a sonic kaleidoscope that Proust conceived of in its entirety.90
As we have seen, Dallapiccola’s literary influences are integrated with his
philosophies on time. Alongside the impact of early 20th-century musical developments
was the lasting influence of Mann, Proust, and Joyce, whose narrative techniques proved
crucial to Dallapiccola’s development as a composer. As Fearn explains, Dallapiccola
drew from their techniques for his new conception of time, circular rather than linear,
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with “endless points of contact” between different events.91 This complex temporality is
most overt in Ulisse, but can be observed in other works such as Canti di Liberazione.

III. THEORIES OF MUSICAL TIME

A. Bergson, Husserl, and the distinction between private and public time
In his oft-cited The Culture of Time and Space, Stephen Kern describes how the
rise of standard time at the turn of the century significantly changed the ways in which
the public measured and experienced time. A distinction began to emerge between public
(homogeneous), and private (heterogeneous) time; many longed for the affirmation of
private, heterogeneous time as society increasingly adopted the public time model. There
was a marked increase in literature that dealt with the subject of time, and the opposition
of public and private temporalities.92
In the first half of the twentieth century, Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology
distinguished between sensation-based time of human consciousness and objective time
of the physical universe.93 His phenomenological ideology was influenced by his view of
the present, “as no fleeting punctual now, but rather as a stretch of time whose extent
depends on the duration of a process that fills it up, a process felt as cohering without a
break.”94 Husserl interwove the concept of the present and perception of a melody, noting
that “A whole melody seems present as long as it is still sounding, as long as tones are
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sounding that belong to the melody, intended in a single perceptive context.”95 This idea
of an expanded present was vastly different than distinct categorizations of past, present,
and future. The expanded, or thickened present is the logical consequence of a present
that has grown to contain simultaneous states, including past and future. The
phenomonological approach was influential to musical thinkers, as evidenced by
Stravinsky’s distinction between psychological time (the inner time of individual
consciousness) and ontological time (a “primary sensation” distinct from the music),
Gisele Brelet’s two fundamental rhythmic modes (square, set in the eternal present, and
free, associated with becoming), Adorno’s expressive-dynamic and rhythmic-spatial
listening types, and others.96
Joyce dismisses public time for its inabilities to properly convey the actual
temporality of life. Odysseus’s two-decade quest is translated into a mere sixteen hours of
Leopold Bloom’s experiences in Dublin; this transformation involves a complex
teleology. While readers encounter in rich detail Bloom’s thoughts, experiences, and
emotions, these elements are broadened through the use of interior monologue as well as
descriptions of Bloom’s temporal perspective and how it relates to the enormity of
cosmic time.97 In contrast to public, objective time, Joyce conveys how time is relative to
how it is perceived and judged.98 This perspective was influenced by philosophers of the
period, especially Henri Bergson, whose 1903 essay “An Introduction to Metaphysics”
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presented an important distinction between relative and absolute knowing.99 Relative
knowing purportedly involves the action of gaining knowledge through symbols or signs,
while absolute knowing involves a more authentic form of knowledge acquisition,
through actual experience.
“There is no doubt,” Bergson writes, “but that for us time is at first identical with
the continuity of our inner life.”100 While exploring this inner experience, which he
termed durée vecue, Bergson encountered “a continuous flux, a succession of states, each
of which announces that which follows and contains that which precedes it.”101 He
referred to this flux—an expression of the human experience in time—as duration
(durée). Duration is characterized by a fluidity of states, as opposed to the arbitrary
segmentation and division of temporal segments. In this manner, time and motion
overlap; just as motion cannot be composed of “a sum of stoppages,” so too we cannot
construct time as, “a sum of temporal atoms without distorting their essentially fluid
nature.”102 As Bloom states somewhat esoterically in Ulysses, “...tomorrow is a new day
will be [....] Past was is today [....] What now is will then tomorrow as now was be past
yester.”103
Bergson also notes how the flow of musical listening resembles the flow of inner
time.104 Along these same lines, Brelet suggests that musical time and perception of
rhythm are dependent upon the listener’s subjective duration. To Brelet, rhythmical time
is rational time, “subjected to the principle of identity,” while inner time, characterized by
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heterogeneous duration, both accepts and refuses time. Our sense of inner time
persistently transcends rhythmic delineations, connecting with the past and future.105

B. Simultaneity
Technological innovations such as the the phonograph and camera effectively
interpolated the past within the present, and simultaneity—or the juxtaposition of distinct
times, events, or ideas—was reflected in technology such as telegraphy, the telephone,
telephonic journalism, and cinema (especially montage effects).106 These innovations in
simultaneity were reflected in the art, literature, and poetry of the time. The rise of these
cinematic techniques illustrates the disruption or even dissolution of narrative coinciding
with the advancements of modernism.107 Reyland explains how music drew from
cinematic montage techniques, demonstrating how narrative as a ‘synthesis of the
heterogeneous’ gains new, expressive power from “moments of rupture” and
interdiscursive connections.108 The use of montage in music involved temporal
compression through disruption or interruption, in which discrete and seemingly
unrelated elements are interconnected through a concatenation of references that is
“supplemental to more obvious textual or imagistic context.”109 Kramer notes how
“modern literary works, such as James Joyce’s Ulysses, destroy the beginning-middleend logic of the dramatic curve....Likewise, modernist composers have for decades been
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writing music devoid of global climax.”110 The relationship between literary and musical
narratives is not descendental, Almen asserts, but sibling.111
Kern views Ulysses as the “highpoint of simultaneous literature.”112 The
simultaneity in Ulysses reflects the montage techniques of movies, conveying “the
simultaneous activity of Dublin as a whole, not a history of the city but a slice of it out in
time, spatially extended and embodying its entire past in a vast, expanded present.”113
This expanded present “is based on an internalized conceptual nexus that includes items
of memory that signify the past and items of expectation that signify the future.”114 This
suggests Bergsonian “absolute knowledge,” in that experiencing the goings-on of
downtown Dublin allows someone to gain knowledge from the act of doing so; similarly,
Joyce hoped that upon repeated readings of the book, people would be “continually
building up the network of cross-references scattered throughout until Dublin came to
life.”115 As the characters in the book come to knowledge through experience, the reader
does as well.
Another, similar aspect of the timescape in Ulysses that can be related to
Bergsonism is “stream-of-consciousness” (a term coined by William James in 1890), or
direct interior monologue. Kern argues that while Ulysses embodies these techniques, the
narrative is even more complex, not so much a flowing stream as a “dramatic
interruption” in the forward motion of time, discontinuous.116 For instance, in the final
chapter, Molly’s memory is not used for merely picking ideas out of the past and
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situating them within the present, but instead serves as the means to reinterpret past ideas
within the flux of present consciousness, which lacks distinct moments or thoughts and is
instead freely flowing.117
Simultaneity is referenced in Ulysses through the opposition of nacheneinander
(successively) vs. nebeneinander (adjacent), terms introduced in eighteenth-century
philosopher Gotthold Lessing’s 1766 essay Laocoön.118 Lessing distinguishes between
nacheinander and nebeneinander in terms of time (sequence) and space (simultaneity);
moreover, time is associated with hearing, or to the linearity of poetry, while space is
associated with sight or an arrangement of elements in art.119 In a similar sense, Dalhaus
explains how the musical work, initially perceived as a whole, becomes increasingly
defined as the listener is able to identify more and more of its constituent elements.120 As
such, we can observe the interpolation of an acoustical process, which extends in time,
and the visual-spatial image of objects set alongside each other.121
Stephen closed his eyes to hear his boots crush crackling wrack and shells. You
are walking through it howsomever. I am, a stride at a time. A very short space of
time through very short times of space. Five, six: the nacheinander. Exactly: and
that is the ineluctable modality of the audible. Open your eyes. No. Jesus! If I fell
over a cliff that beetles o’er his base, fell through the nebeneinander ineluctably.
I am getting on nicely in the dark. My ash sword hangs at my side. Tap with it:
they do. My two feet in his boots are at the end of his legs, nebeneinander.
Sounds solid: made by the mallet of Los Demiurgos. Am I walking into eternity
along Sandymount Strand? Crush, crack, crick, crick.122
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Stephen’s closed eyes force him to experience time linearly; at the same time, this
episode is rich with simultaneity. Stephen’s stream-of-consciousness conveys sensory
juxtapositions, incorporation of philosophical references, and various modes of narration.
As I will explain in the following section, these narrative depictions of
nonlinearity are not always evident to the reader (or in the case of music, the listener).
Nonlinear music depends upon a totality, rather than a sequence of events, therefore
multiple hearings are necessary to interpret it, just as multiple readings are necessary for
texts such as Ulysses.123 Given much of Dallapiccola’s symbolic lexicon in Liberazione is
not immediately recognizable, it will be useful to discuss how these allusions may be
heard over time, and how these multiple hearings are interconnected with nonlinearity.

C. Cumulative listening
Cumulative listening, or the act of repeated hearings, results in the construction of
a mental image of a piece’s temporality based on the new information yielded from each
listening experience. Kramer defines cumulative listening as “an all-encompassing,
retrospective, atemporal understanding of what lies beyond the piece’s time frame,”
noting that it is through the act of cumulative listening that we perceive a piece’s balance
and proportions.124
As we will discuss later on, many of Dallapiccola’s symbols and references are
hidden and not readily apparent to the listener. This alone should not belie their
existence; Dallapiccola himself seems to have been a proponent of cumulative listening.
Like Joyce, he hoped that certain intricacies would be revealed over time, with repeated
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exposure to the material. Noller explains that Dallapiccola’s use of the twelve-tone row,
which is drawn from his understanding of Proust, is best understood through cumulative
listening. In the style of Proust’s character development, Dallapiccola’s rows take shape
gradually, especially through the use of cross-partitions, in which adjacent row members
are presented in vertical stacks of two to twelve notes, resulting in non-adjacent melodic
lines (see Figure 3.19). In doing so, Dallapiccola is withholding straightforward row
presentation.125
In a similar vein, Dallapiccola connects Proustian development to the
arrangement of intervals in the row through cross-partitioning as well as polarity, or
emphasis on certain intervals or pitch classes within the row:
Before reaching this rhythmic and melodic definition of the series we may find it
compressed into a single chord of twelve notes, two chords of six notes, three of
four notes, four of three notes, or even six two-note chords....to speak only of the
most elementary possibilities. It will be understood that, in every such
combination, the sense of polarity must be alive and present, so as to enable the
listener to follow the musical argument.126
Only when the qualities of discrete intervallic elements of the row are interpreted, can the
character of the row as a unit be understood, Noller explains, and it is only through
listener interpretation and memory that formal design and sonic characteristics are
interwoven.

D. Linear vs. nonlinear time in music
With these philosophical and historical details established, we can now begin to
distinguish between linear and nonlinear time in music. Drawing from psychologist
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Robert Ornstein, linear time may be defined as time that is directional in nature, moving
from the past to the future with the present persistently lagging behind us, while
nonlinear time is purely the present.127 While linear time suggests a goal-directed
teleology from past to future, nonlinearity embodies past and future elements in an
expanded present context. In music, linearity is connected with the idea of goal-oriented
listening, while nonlinearity involves cumulative listening. Logically, linearity extends to
the philosophical idea of becoming along with motion, change, and progression, while
nonlinearity is associated with philosophical being along with stasis, persistence, and
consistency.
Scholars have often associated linearity with tonality and nonlinearity with
atonality. For instance, Kramer identifies tonality as the epitome of linearity, associating
the peak of tonality with a similar apex in Western linear thought.128 The tonal system can
never be truly static—in other words, nonlinear—due to its inherent goal-oriented process
of tension and release. Similarly, Adorno notes the difference between the progressive,
developmental quality of tonal music, and the repetition found in twelve-tone music.129
He explains that the “law of complementary harmony,” which accounts for the vertical
dimension of serialist writing, “implies the end of the musical experience of time, as this
was registered in the dissociation of time into expressionist extremes.”130
Noller distinguishes traditional narrative from the Proustian narrative style as it
relates to the opposition of sonata form—characterized by development—and serialism,
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which departs from this typical, developmental structure.131 Dallapiccola found this
distinction between the sonata and serialism especially advantageous for narrative
purposes. This distinction between sonata form and serialism in association with the
traditional versus the new, and by extension linear versus nonlinear, is one that scholars
pursuing musical time frequently call upon in discussions of musical time.
Kramer explains that linearity and nonlinearity are “complementary forces,” and
that most compositions exhibit multiple kinds of time, especially when considering the
different hierarchical levels of the musical material.132 It is tempting to view the
juxtaposition of linearity and nonlinearity as evidence of an underlying nonlinearity. But
Kramer is quick to distinguish between discontinuity and nonlinearity. He explains that
the two are not equivalent, given discontinuities operate through the disruption of both
linear and nonlinear elements. In addition, he notes that neither linearity nor nonlinearity
is specifically allied with continuity or discontinuity at all.133 This is further expanded
upon by Dalhaus, who notes that continuity and discontinuity are interwoven in the
musical experience.134
In addition, as Reyland explains, discontinuity is essential to plot (always, by
nature, “an experience of discontinuity”) and discontinuities within the musical work,
rather than working against a cohesive narrative, actually have the power to strengthen
it.135 In Modernist work the representation of time is not linear, but “dragging or fitful
depending on the consciousness that is experiencing it.”136 Discontinuity and nonlinearity
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find common ground in twentieth-century music, as the twentieth century witnessed the
marked conflict between the linearity of public life and the discontinuity of the individual
experience. While this opposition is not new to the twentieth century, post-tonal music
expressed nonlinearity more profoundly than tonal music had before. As music became
farther removed from tonality it became increasingly nonlinear, a development related to
the development of recording technology and the discontinuity created through
splicing.137 Discontinuity is noticeable in Canti di Liberazione, through Dallapiccola’s
use of juxtaposition and disparate stylistic elements. Following Reyland, I believe these
discontinuities strengthen the narrative rather than weaken it. The discontinuity of
personal experience does not threaten the power of the work; instead, the disruptive
quality of musical elements is essential to Liberazione’s underlying temporality and
expressive goals.

E. Multiply-directed linear time and nondirected linear time
Kramer describes several different categories of musical time, based on inherent
musical characteristics. The most pertinent to our discussion, in keeping with the premise
that music presents a nexus of both linearity and nonlinearity, is Kramer’s “multiplydirected linear time,” a classification that involves both linear and nonlinear
characteristics. In this model of time, “the direction of motion is so frequently interrupted
by discontinuities, in which the music goes so often to unexpected places, that the
linearity—still potent—seems reordered.” Kramer is quick to clarify that multiplydirected linear time is not the same as nonlinear time; this distinction is made based on
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the goal-directedness (or lack thereof) of the music. While Kramer’s conception of
nonlinear time has no specific goal, multiply-directed linear time—though taking a
circuitous route or suggesting multiple goals—is nonetheless goal-directed.138 In short,
multiply-directed linear time depends upon the interruption of linear processes, and the
completion of these processes at either earlier or later points in the music.139
In Kramer’s model, different temporalities can exist simultaneously on different
structural levels. He refers to the juxtaposition of different times in the foreground,
middleground, or background as “mixed temporalities.”140 Along these same lines,
Delaere notes that the superposition of diverse time layers, “each moving at its own speed
and more or less directionless,” is at the heart of multi-dimensional, nonlinear time.141
Significantly, as Kramer observes that discontinuity and nonlinearity are expressed in
greater measure in atonal music than in the tonal sphere, he notes that the majority of
twentieth-century pieces display mixed temporalities.142 Multiply-directed time involves
implicit linearity in the foreground, while nonlinearity exists on a middleground level.143
In some cases, however, it is nonlinearity which is backgrounded, with other
temporalities on the middleground and/or foreground levels. In nondirected linear time,
linearity is evident from section to section, but these middleground gestures do not
translate into background progressions.144 Nondirected linear time in twentieth-century
atonal music displays the difference between linearity with and without goals. Kramer
observes that, although much twentieth-century music is highly linear, only a fraction of
138
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it is goal-directed on middleground or background levels. Instead, in much atonal music
linearity manifests on the more superficial foreground. Kramer identifies this specific
type of linearity—nondirected linear time—with atonal music, noting that though is in
constant motion like linear time, its goals are indistinct; “we do not really know where we
are going in each phrase or section until we get there.”145
Ultimately, given the background motion and structurally significant pitches of
the work, I view multiply-directed linearity as the best analytical tool for Canti di
Liberazione. My analysis will outline certain temporally significant characteristics of
each movement, leading to the reasons for this classification.
As we have seen in this chapter, Dallapiccola’s literary influences—namely
James Joyce and Marcel Proust—were crucial to his growth as a composer and
understanding of serialism. In addition, the temporal underpinnings of literary
nonlinearity are significant to Dallapiccola’s own musical temporality, as his professional
relationships, writings, and compositional strategies suggest. Both the changing
perceptions of time that were central to cultural consciousness in the early 20th century
and the sociopolitical instability of the World Wars are important to consider when
gauging Dallapiccola’s perspectives on time. While he was likely influenced by ideas like
simultaneity, discontinuity, and the expanded present, he was also preoccupied with
memory and the past. Overall, we can observe that Dallapiccola’s temporality reflects
both the nostalgic introspection of Proust and the discontinuous, intertextually rich
wordplay of Joyce. In the following chapter, I will show how Dallapiccola’s use of
symbolism impacts the temporal dimension of his work.
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CHAPTER 2:
SYMBOLISM AND TEMPORAL STRATEGIES

Dallapicola’s use of symbolism, including quotation and allusion, is essential to
an understanding of Liberazione. In addition, his unique symbolic outlook is closely
linked to his temporal philosophies, as evidenced by his recurring use of specific motives
throughout his life, and the intertextual webs of meaning that result. In this chapter, I
address how symbolism fits into Dallapiccola’s creative ideology, and provide
introductory examples of symbolic strategies within his work. I then outline several other
techniques in Liberazione that are related to his temporal perspectives, including his use
of “floating rhythm,” proportions, cross-partitions, and polarity.

I. CREATIVE IDEOLOGY
As we have seen, Dallapiccola’s musical oeuvre demonstrates his preoccupation
with time. From his lifelong obsession with the Ulysses myth, to his dependence upon
self-quotation, intertextuality, and self-reference, to the time-themed Tempus DestruendiTempus Aedificandi (1970-1) which repeats the word ‘tempus’ 28 times from the second
verse on, his unflagging interest in time is evident.1 Dallapiccola’s perspective that
“artistic creation is something very complex...[as] endless particles, at a given moment,
tend to converge toward a single point, to then unite,” seems to align with his abiding

1

Rosemary Brown, “Continuity and Recurrence in the Creative Development of Luigi Dallapiccola” (PhD
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interest in Joycean arrangement, as well as evoking the juxtaposition of endlessness and
the singular moment.2
Rosemary Brown’s research on symbolism in Dallapiccola’s work is especially
relevant in an analysis of his temporal ideology. She observes how symbolism was
manifested in his work in various ways, developing from madrigalian text painting in his
earlier works to more sophisticated referential webs in his later works in which text and
structure are integrated. Moreover, she describes how he uses visual symbolism through
techniques such as ideograms and the signature rhythmic quintuplet that represents his
last name. While Dallapiccola’s use of serialism in works such as Il Prigioniero and
Ulisse involves symbolism through different twelve-tone rows that each suggest a unique
character or idea, in other works serialism serves as a means of interpreting text, resulting
in complex and esoteric music. Still another mode of symbolism was Dallapiccola’s
frequent use of quotation and self-quotation; in the case of the latter, he was able to
integrate material across times and compositional periods in a nexus of self-reference,
unifying his life’s work.3
Brown analyzes Dallapiccola’s use of symbolism along the lines of these specific
categories (madrigalian text painting, structural symbolism, rhythmic symbolism,
ideograms, symbolic self-quotation, and row symbolism). The most relevant of these for
the discussion at hand are structural and rhythmic symbolism, and self-quotation.

!“L’arte figurative e le altre arti,” in Parole e Musica, ed. Fiamma Nicolodi (Milano: Il Saggiatore, 1980),
162. “La creazione artistica e qualche cosa di molto complesso; si sa come infinite particelle, a un dato
momento, tendano a convergere verso un solo punto, per poi unirsi” (translation mine).
3
Brown 1977, 220.
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II. SYMBOLISM

A. Structural symbolism
Structural symbolism is a new form inspired by a word or phrase that can have
implications for an entire movement. Brown explains that this symbolism can be quite
esoteric, and is not necessarily readily perceived. At times, this symbolism can spring
from such obscure serial associations that it is impossible to hear, and only becomes
evident upon painstaking analysis. As such, Brown observes that Dallapiccola “seems to
have indulged in such procedures solely for his own personal satisfaction, thus proving
how deeply ingrained was the concept of symbolism at the very core of his being.”4
Distinguishing between “allusions” and “quotations,” Dallapiccola once wrote, “I
resort to ‘allusions’ continually—this goes on like a wheel from one work to the next,
regardless of other changes, and seems to be a part of my mode of expression.”5 Even
though the symbolism in Dallapiccola’s work is not always apparent as a compositional
result, it seems to have been crucial to his creative process. One example of
Dallapiccola’s personal, structural symbolism is found in his An Mathilde. While he has
clear symbolic motivations in combining Wagnerian and Bachian references in the
twelve-tone material at the end of Heine’s third poem (paying homage to the German
culture), he acknowledges that these symbols may not be readily apparent to the listener.
“From a compositional point of view they are a kind of intellectual diversion...a mere
personal construct,” he states, concluding that, “I agree, one can’t hear them.”6
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Acknowledging the esoteric nature of his references, Dallapiccola refers to the
symbolic allusions within his work as “interior monologues” (monologhi interiori).7
Dallapiccola’s hidden monologues remind us of the model of cumulative listening, and of
Joyce’s hope that his readers would come to understand the dense network of signifiers
within Ulysses through multiple readings.

B. Rhythmic symbolism
Dallapiccola expresses rhythmic symbolism in several ways, including the aforementioned quintuplet or other grouping of five referencing the five syllables of his
surname (see Figures 3.12 and 3.32). This reference is found in many of his scores from
the 1940’s. Expanding on this reference is the juxtaposition of a triplet alongside the
quintuplet, which represents his full name. While his use of this rhythmic self-symbolism
dropped off after 1950, this figure is nonetheless present in Quaderno, Canti di
Liberazione, Ulisse, and others.8

C. Quotation
Symbolic quotation is an intertextual device of deploying previously written
material in a new context. Given the complex relationship of quotation and
intertextuality, it will be helpful to include a brief discussion of musicological inquiry
into musical quotation, especially as it applies to a hermeneutic reading of the work.

7
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An especially prominent and oft-cited model in work on musical quotation is J.
Peter Burkholder’s “Taxonomy of Borrowing,” which provides fourteen methods of
quotation in music. Table 2.1 summarizes these fourteen categories.
Table 2.1: J. Peter Burkholder’s taxonomy of borrowing9
(1) Modeling
(2) Variation
(3) Paraphrasing
(4) New accompaniment
(5) Cantus firmus
(6) Medley
(7) Quodlibet

(8) Stylistic allusion
(9) Transcription
(10) Programmatic quotation
(11) Cumulative setting

(12) Collage

(13) Patchwork
(14) Extended paraphrase

9

Using an existing piece as the basis for a new
one, whether by modeling its structure, form, or
procedures, or using its melodic material
Variations on a pre-existing tune
Altering a given tune through paraphrasing;
results in a new melody, theme, or motive
Adding a new accompaniment to a pre-existing
melody
Using the given tune as a cantus firmus, against
more quickly moving new material
Setting two or more pre-existing, complete
melodies in succession during a movement
Setting two or more pre-existing melodies or
melodic fragments either contrapuntally or
successively, often for comedic or virtuosic
purposes
Referencing a musical style rather than a
specific piece
Creating a new version through transcription
Conveying the text or extramusical program
A melody, either borrowed in full or
paraphrased from one or more given melodies,
is presented fragmentarily and is only stated in
its complete form near the end of a movement
A concatenation of quotations or paraphrased
material is incorporated into a musical structure
through modeling, paraphrase, cumulative
setting, or a narrative program
Fragments from at least two melodies are joined
together
The melodic content of a whole movement or
work is paraphrased

J. Peter Burkholder, All Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1995), 3-4.
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More generally, Roderick suggests that musical quotation is allied with manifold
extramusical associations, noting that it is often socially and politically meaningful.
While scholars agree that quotation in art functions as “a symbol...with inherent cultural
meaning,” they differ on their views of its “precise value.” The historicist view interprets
quotation as “the inevitable outcome of a historical period’s epistemological framework,”
in that the quotes themselves serve as the material, and are substantive rather than
borrowed. Moreover, Jameson suggests that the use of quotation as substance effectively
threatens the past given its juxtaposition with the present; as “it lurches towards the status
of Plato’s simulacrum, the identical copy for which no original has ever existed, the
levelled ground of the postmodern work dethrones the past through quotation and [this
sense of collapse] is also present in early twentieth-century avant-gardism.” In opposition
to the historicist perspective is the work of Barthes, who explains quotation through
artistic intertextuality in that “the assertion of multiple signifiers in literature further
locates quotation as an inevitable symptom of the de-ontologised text.”10
Another prominent voice in the contemporary discussion of musical quotation is
musicologist David Metzer, who notes that quotation involves a “cultural collision” in
which the borrowed material serves as a cultural agent and carries with it its “discourse,
context, and evocation.”11 The act of borrowing is a dual gesture of abstraction and
transformation, demonstrating the interrelation of past and present; unlike Jameson,
Metzer does not ascribe to the idea that the past is lost through its relocation, and instead
posits that postmodern twentieth-century works show the past and present “very much
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engaged.”12 To Metzer, Dallapiccola’s stylistic marriage of serialism and symbolism
illustrates cultural collision, as represented, for instance, in the “permeation of the Dies
irae...carrying the monastic world of medieval Italy into the Canti di Prigionia.”13
Fearn explains that the integration of the Dies irae suggests a “musical dualism,”
through the juxtaposition of “timeless” modal plainsong and serialism.14 The intertextual
linkages Dallapiccola creates through quotation result in what Roderick refers to as a
“permeation spectrum,” a concatenation of meaning suggested through “absence,
remembrance, offsetting, synthesis, [and] apotheosis.”15 The juxtaposition of different
idioms and distinct times prompts a reinterpretation of each of these elements in this new
context.
Similarly, when analyzing Dallapiccola’s Volo di Notte (1939) and its quotation
of Tre Laudi (1937), Roman Vlad observes, “a mutual exchange between the mediaeval
poetic text of the Laudi and the modern prose of the opera so that each gains new hidden
meanings or has its obvious meanings reinforced.”16 Shackelford expands upon the
intertextual relationship between Tre Laudi and Volo di Notte. He observes that this
climactic juxtaposition of the Tre Laudi material—a medieval hymn setting—in the
soprano, and the pilot Fabien’s final message, set as a recitative, calls to mind Bach
contrafacta through its juxtaposition of sacred and secular. In so doing, Shackelford
posits, “Dallapiccola transfigures the mundane, contemporary details of night flights and
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radio-telegraphy, and imbues the musical fabric of the whole opera with a mystical
aura.”17
A crucial example of this form of symbolism is Dallapiccola’s use of the BACH
cryptogram in several of his works, including Quaderno Musicale di Annalibera and
Canti di Liberazione. As explained earlier, the BACH motive in Quaderno and
Liberazione likely occur not as a neoclassical impulse, but in reverence to Arnold
Schoenberg, who used the motive in his Variations, Opus 31 (recall that it was this piece
that was so impactful to Dallapiccola when he heard it for the first time in Prague in
1935). Alegant confirms this association, noting that the similarities in title and the
common use of the BACH motive suggest that Simbolo was based on or influenced by
Schoenberg’s Opus 31.18
Similarly, scholars have acknowledged the connection between Schoenberg and
Liberazione; for instance, Fearn states there is no doubt that Liberazione was an homage
to Schoenberg, especially since the older composer died in 1951, when Dallapiccola was
beginning the work.19 From a technical standpoint Alegant notes that the use of the
BACH motive, “suggests a shift in attitude from composing mainly with rows (a
Webernian attitude) to composing with rows and aggregates (a more Schoenbergian
mindset.”20
Dallapiccola once noted that he was able to use the BACH motive because of his
dislike of neoclassicism, which “allowed [him] to adopt a cynical attitude towards a
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religious text.”21 Sala associates Dallapiccola’s use of Bach’s name in Liberazione with a
larger historical metaphor, noting that the dodecaphonic use of the Bach motive relates to
the German heritage from Bach to Schoenberg. Sala views the Bach motive not so much
as a compositional device used for creative purposes, as a personal quest for freedom
from the limitations of serialism.22
Regardless of its extramusical meaning, there can be little doubt that Dallapiccola
was consciously deploying the BACH motive as a symbol within Liberazione. “I would
exploit individual segments of the row, as in the passage for voices alone in the first
movement, which ends on the name of Bach, BACH (three times repeating notes 7, 8,
and 9; then three times notes 1, 2, and 3 of the original form, and I transposed them in
such a way as to obtain the ‘chromatic total’ each time, seeing to it furthermore that they
should be arranged according to quite definite metrical relationships,” he notes.23 It is
evident that Dallapiccola deliberately incorporated the BACH motive in structurally and
intervallically significant ways in Liberazione. Giordano Montecchi’s analysis of 39 rows
in Dallapiccola’s work yields a “basic model” for intervallically based motives, which is
composed of an ascending half step followed by a descending whole step, and then a
descending half step followed by an ascending minor third (the BACH motive without
the H, or Bb).24 It seems that the depth of Dallapiccola’s affinity for this motive is
profound, both in Liberazione and in his overall creative output.
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D. Self-quotation
Symbolic self-quotation involves the reuse of Dallapiccola’s earlier material in his
later work, for various purposes. Rosemary Brown places self-quotation at the core of
Dallapiccola’s symbolic lexicon, “establishing a common point of intersection with the
various techniques adopted by the composer to ensure continuity and unification over his
output as a whole.”25 Nathan explains that Dallapiccola’s symbolic use of self-quotation
is abundant, although instances of self-quotation are not necessarily evident to the
listener. But the lack of transmission to the audience did not worry Dallapiccola, who was
aware that his symbolic references and quotations could often only be uncovered through
score study or repeated hearings, or were perhaps so obscure that he alone could
understand them.26
Nonetheless, the intertextual connections between Liberazione and Dallapiccola’s
earlier works can be observed in many, varied contexts. One of the most poignant
examples of self-quotation is in the third movement, with the invocation of the fratello
(brother) motive from Il Prigioniero. In the opera, this motive is synonymous with the
duplicity of the Jailer, who uses psychological manipulation as a means to torture the
Prisoner through false hope. When the Jailer refers to the Prisoner as “fratello”—
musically depicted as a descending minor second followed by descending minor third—
he is displaying his vile and cruel treachery. As such, when the fratello motive is
reintegrated in measure 32 of the third movement of Liberazione, juxtaposed with the text
of St. Augustine, it presents itself as a marked moment where meaning is implied through
this intertextual connection.
25
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Dallapiccola describes how the fratello motive in Liberazione is hermeneutically
intensified given the difference in context between the two works. As he explains, the
operatic fratello is set atop B and C minor triads respectively, which afford the word an
“unctuous and hypocritical” character. By contrast, the twelve-tone treatment of the same
motive in Liberazione lends it “an authentic sweetness.”27 Brown confirms that
Dallapiccola’s reinterpretation of fratello in the third movement of Liberazione yields a
“complex network of symbolic overtones.”28 Constellations of meaning are created by the
juxtaposition of past and present texts.
The fratello motive is displayed in the third movement three times, at structurally
significant points: measures 32, 100, and 146. Brown notes the significance of the first
and second of these quotations’ locations at the precise midpoints of palindromic
passages, a relationship that interpolates both intertextual and structural symbolism.29 The
final appearance of the motive is in measure 146, in connection with the words “Tetigisti
me,” as the movement—and entire piece—draws to a close. Moreover, when the Tetigisti
text first appears within the movement, the Dies Irae row from the Canti di Prigionia is
quoted in three chords in measure 130.30 Dallapiccola explains that this quotation
comprises the only notes of Canti di Liberazione that are drawn from outside its
overarching twelve-tone row.31
Upon examination, this Prigionia quotation yields even richer meaning through
intertextuality. Dallapiccola explains that this particular row from Prigionia accompanies
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the Dies Irae at the beginning of the work.32 This association, which Dallapiccola views
as an allusion more than a quotation, intensifies the expressive power of the reference.33
Eckert acknowledges that Prigionia’s association with the Dies Irae intensifies the “sense
of foreboding” in the work; I would assert that this association is compounded when
reprised within the context of Liberazione.34 Dallapiccola’s original goal in invoking the
Dies Irae theme in Prigionia was to incorporate a sociopolitically relevant reference in
the context of wartime, in addition to achieving total comprehensibility in transmitting
the message of the work.35 This universalization was further bolstered by use of canonic
and polyphonic settings in Prigionia, Fearn asserts.36 In a similar sense, perhaps the
preponderance of quotation, canon, and polyphony in Liberazione are further evidence of
Dallapiccola’s desire to send a universal message.
Brown classifies Ulisse as, “the peak and culminating point of [Dallapiccola’s]
use of symbolic self-quotation, as of many other aspects of his music.”37 Fearn concurs,
noting that Dallapiccola’s Ulisse employs “constantly recurring musical and textual
motifs” which resemble the “recurrences and cross-references” at the heart of Joyce’s
Ulysses. Moreover, both Ulisse and Ulysses demonstrate “journeying in concentric or
spiralling circles,” in which events are understood in terms of what precedes or follows
them.38 But whereas Joyce’s Ulysses makes extensive use of “numbers and
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correspondences,” Dallapiccola integrates “memories and questioning.”39 I would argue
that these numbers and correspondences are also present in Ulisse, albeit in less obvious
contexts. For instance, as Alegant shows, the use of “constant” 6-5 hexachords in Ulisse
provides an intertextual link to the same hexachords in both Requiescant and
Schoenberg’s Opus 31 Variations.40 Dallapiccola once referred to the opera, with its
quotations of and references to Requiescant, Il Prigioniero, and Liberazione, as “the
result of my whole life,” hinting at the nexus of symbols and allusions within the work.41
Another link between Liberazione and Ulisse is found through St. Augustine. The
third movement of Liberazione—with Augustinian text—is quoted in the opera, in a
passage that suggests “the spiritual affinity between Ulysses and Augustine in the search
for truth.”42 As Brown explains,
Ulysses’ words during and immediately preceding the quotation are musings upon
his desire to frame the word that would clarify the purpose of all his striving and
justify the wandering life he has led; they thus reveal Dallapiccola’s interpretation
of Homer’s hero quite unequivocally as a searcher after truth. Furthermore, by
beginning the quotation precisely on the words “questa mia vita, il lungo errare,”
Dallapiccola may be suggesting a further parallel with Augustine who also
travelled greatly throughout his lifetime.43
The intertextual connections created through this symbolic self-quotation reveal
Dallapiccola’s complex understanding of the Ulyssean figure as it relates to both the
search for truth, and to the figure of St. Augustine.
Brown explains that Dallapiccola’s self-quotation as a technique represents a
microcosm of the interconnectedness of his music as a whole. She explains that his self-
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quotation “may be seen as crystallizing the intuitive perception one has of each new work
growing inevitably out of the preceding ones so that, from the first work to the last, the
inexorable stylistic and technical advances are so gradual as to be barely detectable.”44
Fearn distinguishes between two different operating levels of leitmotif: the
recognizable or public references, and the personal, private references of self-quotation.45
This distinction is especially pertinent when recalling the difference between public and
private time. Dallapiccola’s complex network of symbols in Ulisse reflects not only a
multitude of both public and personal references, but also his underlying interest in
memory as it intersects with myth, and the influence of Joyce and Proust. As Fearn
explains, “Memory, whether that of his own past, or the rich fund of memory which is to
be found in myth, was indeed to play a vital part in Dallapiccola’s opera Ulisse: into this
work the composer poured a vast array of memories of his own creative past, in the form
of allusions to many of his earlier compositions, and this attempt to recapture a temps
perdu undoubtedly links his opera with the two literary figures to whom he constantly
made reference.”46
Dallapiccola’s use of quotation is one of the most intriguing facets of Canti di
Liberazione. The layers of meaning suggested by these references brings about the
interpolation of past and present; in addition, the coexistence of distinct elements and
ideas (such as a quotation and its surrounding material) often conveys simultaneity
through the juxtaposition of distinct aesthetics or ideas. Moreover, Dallapiccola’s use of
quotation and allusion is related to his philosophies on time and memory.
Brown 1975, 304.!
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46
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In the following section, I will describe several other compositional strategies that
are vital components of Dallapiccola’s musical time.

III. COMPOSITIONAL STRATEGIES

Several of Dallapiccola’s compositional strategies, such as his use of rhythm and
meter, and his interest in numbers, proportions, palindromes, and symmetry, can be
related to his philosophy on time. In the pages to follow, I will outline how these
components relate to our temporal analysis of Canti di Liberazione.

A. Rhythm and Meter
Dallapiccola’s rhythmic ideas, especially his “floating rhythm”—in which
techniques such as avoidance of downbeats and shifting meters result in a metrically
ambiguous flow—are significant components of his musical temporality. “My rhythmic
as well as metrical experimentation (ricerca) is rather noticeable after the GoetheLieder,” he writes, “and in every work I attempt to find something new with regard to
metrical ideas, since this is an area in which I am extraordinarily interested.”47 As Brown
shows, Dallapiccola was influenced by Olivier Messiaen’s rhythmic breakthroughs,
including value-added notes and non-retrogradable rhythms.48 Messiaen was particularly
interested in temporality, presenting three laws of experienced duration that dealt with the
nature of time and musical time.49 Successions of dotted notes resembling value-added
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notes had saturated Dallapiccola’s music by the mid-fifties; the opening bars of Fregi
from Quaderno demonstrate the complete adoption of this technique.50
The use of value-added notes also ties in to Dallapiccola’s characteristic
schwebend (floating) rhythms, of which Quaderno was the first of his pieces to
consistently exploit.51 As Delaere explains, the “most radical innovation” in twentiethcentury musical temporality was absolute rhythm, in which rhythmic structures were
conceived independently from metrical schemes. The resulting rhythms obfuscate
perception of an underlying meter or a regular beat, as Crispin explains, as “both the
added value...and the augmented and diminished rhythms...are very effective in making a
regular beat or meter impossible.”52 Similarly, London explains that the lack of regular
pulse or structural note groupings makes perception of meter or motion highly unlikely.
Along those same lines, he notes that, “the juxtaposition of extremely short and
extremely long durations...forestalls any sense of intervening pulses,” an observation
which, when applied to Dallapiccola’s schwebend rhythms, further illustrates the
obfuscation of meter that his technique entails.53
Dallapiccola’s rhythmic strategies also reflect the opposition of mechanical and
subjective time described earlier, as evidenced by the composer’s observations on hearing
Webern’s Das Augenlicht in London in 1938:
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The score seems imbued with mysterious resonance, as though it were performed
under a bell jar. The internal rhythm of the musical structure has nothing in
common with mechanical rhythm. One could devote a separate essay to a certain
refinement in the writing whereby, for instance, Webern evades as long as
possible being recalled to reality by the strong beat of the measure, which would
shatter the dreamlike aura of this very poetic composition. On first hearing, I was
most strongly impressed by the sonority, and sonority alone would be reason
enough for me to consider Das Augenlicht one of the essential works of our
epoch.54
Fittingly, Alegant notes that Das Augenlicht likely influenced Dallapiccola’s floating
rhythm.55 Dallapiccola met Webern in Vienna in 1942, and the two began a
correspondence; Dallapiccola sent Webern several of his scores, and dedicated Sex
carmina Alcaie to him.56
If we recall Dallapiccola’s explanation of how atonality allows us to “expand the
length of periods,” how dodecaphony can lead to an expansion of the melodic line, and
how atonality has provided the sense of liberation, it seems that his fundamental
understanding of atonality and serialism is interwoven with his conceptions of time. “I
kept seeking to obtain a freer way of spacing out the periods than I had in the past,”
Dallapiccola writes, suggesting the continued process through which he attempted to
escape the structural (and, I posit, temporal) limitations of the past.57 On a broader scale,
we can understand how Dallapiccola was “trying to overcome those four-measure
phrases which for two centuries were almost basic to musical logic but eventually
became troublesome.”58
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Dallapiccola’s floating rhythm also reflects his integrated approach to time and
space. Referencing his fondness for wide spacing between notes, he explains that he
wants to “let each tone breathe,” adding that he avoids crowding notes in his music
except where accents are needed to provide a “feeling of weight” and rhythmic pulse.59
Nathan points out that Dallapiccola’s aim for rhythm without any “metrical
scaffolding” is associated with the polyphonic tendencies of his melodic lines. As such,
his text setting places “poetic overtones into relief in the manner of a reader who, in a
hushed voice, introduces an unusual stress here and an unusual speed there.”60 Nathan’s
example for this procedure, significantly, is found in the first measure of Canti di
Liberazione.
If the association of Dallapiccola’s compositional techniques and temporality
seems far-fetched, let us recall that Adorno connects the idea of serialism with
boundlessness, noting that twelve-tone’s near “mastery as domination,” in which
everything not belonging to the technique is excluded, results in “infinity...pure
identity.”61 Borio notes how serialism reveals humanity’s psychological potential for
experiencing time in its ability to embody and unleash traditional oppositions such as
periodicity and aperiodicity, succession and simultaneity, continuity and discontinuity,
the static and the dynamic, and the goal-directed with the directionless.62
Hans Nathan agrees that Dallapiccola’s use of rhythm demonstrates his
philosophical views of the past. Dallapiccola once wrote that he wanted to avoid the
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“rhythm of the past” in a serialist language because it would sound like a “deformation”;
for instance, a twelve-tone march would sound grotesque or macabre.63 Noting that
certain rhythmic motives had the capacity to transport the listener back in time,
Dallapiccola suggests that the serialist idiom must involve metrical changes.64 This
observation again suggests the influence of Adorno, who notes that “the quest for an age
past not only fails to indicate the way home but forfeits all consistency; the arbitrary
conservation of the obsolete compromises what it wants to conserve, and with a bad
conscience it obdurately opposes whatever is new.”65 Clearly, Dallapiccola’s
understanding of serialism was integrated with a unique perspective of temporality.

B. Numbers and Proportions
Another angle of Dallapiccola’s compositional and temporal ideology is his
fondness for numbers, what Nicolodi calls his “devozione al numero.”66 Brown outlines
certain rhythmic techniques characteristic of Dallapiccola’s work, including the
compression/expansion principle, durational layering, and proportionalism. In
compression, rhythmic values of notes are continuously diminished, and the temporal
implication is that of an accelerando; expansion is essentially the opposite, with a
consistent augmentation of rhythmic values and suggested slowing of pace. Dallapiccola
describes his use of compression in Canti di Liberazione, recalling how he “was
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considering effects of ‘accelerando naturale,’ playing with just one interval and bringing
in the voices one at a time, in succession, and with steadily diminishing time-values.”67
Durational layering is the simultaneous presentation of a certain motive as stated
in several different rhythmic values. This technique is especially noticeable in Canti di
Liberazione, as we will see in the next chapter, and suggests the juxtaposition of different
temporalities. Scholars have shown that Dallapiccola viewed simultaneously-stated row
forms as moments of special hermeneutic significance, given the transformation of the
rows through their integration.68 Therefore, his use of durational layering may serve as
further evidence of his temporal philosophy, as well as his affinity for numbers and
rhythmic manipulation.
Proportionalism—simple and complex—is one of the most “significant and
constant” aspects of Dallapiccola’s rhythmic ideology.69 In proportionalism, durations of
notes suggest either simple ratios (2:1:1, 1:2:2, etc), or complex interactions of different
ratios simultaneously. As Kramer explains, proportions are crucial structural features in
works that demonstrate significant nonlinearity.70 In addition, proportions are often
viewed as nonlinear, timeless systems.71 Canti di Liberazione displays a multitude of both
simple and complex proportional moments, as will be outlined more thoroughly in the
next chapter. In short, proportionalism had an “immense structural importance” to Canti
di Liberazione, and is crucial to the temporality of the piece.72
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C. Contrapuntal Strategies
Contrapuntal devices such as canon and fugue accompany proportionalism in
Dallapiccola’s style. Dallapiccola was not unique in his association of serialism and
polyphony, having perhaps been influenced by Schoenberg’s use of contrapuntal
techniques in his creative approach. In addition, philosophers such as Adorno recognized
the association of counterpoint and serialism. Adorno observes that “the resumption of
archaic polyphonic means is assuredly not some kind of combinatorial high jinks,”
instead suggesting that the tonal techniques were resurrected because twelve-tone music
had not met its expectations.73 To Adorno, the return to traditionally tonal techniques was
necessary for serialism to achieve its potential.
While some might associate Dallapiccola’s contrapuntal techniques with these
compositional necessities or categorize such techniques as conforming to a neoclassical
trend, Dallapiccola seems to have been most interested in counterpoint because of its
intricacies within the compositional process itself, and due to his love for puzzles.
...I have always had a passion for counterpoint. It gives me pleasure to contrive
things. One never knows the contrapuntal treatment of the material well enough.
It is a form of mental gymnastics, and it goes well at any stage of one’s life. It
seems to me that the benefit a young composer can derive from the study of
counterpoint that begins above all with the canon.74
Moreover, to Dallapiccola canon and fugue had temporal connotations.
Dallapiccola associates fugue with the archaic and antiquated, and canon with the
immortal, ideologies that align his canonic techniques with nonlinearity. In this regard,
Dallapiccola recalls Busoni, who explains that modern atonal fugues still maintain “an
antiquated character,” given the “time-bound,” and “mortal” character of fugue as a form.
73
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By contrast, polyphony is a “timeless” principle, and “immortal” as long as composers
continue to write.75 Dallapiccola emphasizes this distinction between mortal form and
immortal principle, noting the significance of canon—a significant component of his
serialism—as an element of the polyphonic principle instead of as a form.76 Busoni’s idea
seems to anticipate Adorno’s observation that polyphony represents the simultaneous, the
collective, and the “indispensible medium of new music.”77 In addition, modern-day
scholars such as Fearn acknowledge that Dallapiccola’s contrapuntal textures evoke the
timeless in his work.78
Another possible influence for Dallapiccola’s emphasis on polyphony is the
spatial analogy of the juxtaposition of vertical and horizontal lines. In this sense,
Dallapiccola seems to have been impacted again by Busoni, who observes that polyphony
aims to achieve the vertical “through the services of an art with four strands.”79
Dallapiccola’s fascination for contrapuntal devices is evident in the highly
canonic Canti di Liberazione, which features straightforward contrapuntal practices in
addition to canon cancrizans (crab canon), irregular canon (varied rhythmic values), and
canonic development with several superimposed tempi. It is important to note that
palindromic and symmetrical elements such as cancrizans are often associated with
nonlinearity. Like his web of hidden or obscure symbols and references, contrapuntal
play seems to be another aspect of the compositional puzzle that Dallapiccola aimed to
complete. As Adorno writes, “compositions are nothing but such answers, nothing but the
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solution of technical puzzles, and the composer is the only one who knows how to
decipher them and understand his own music.”80
As we have seen, in addition to intertextuality and symbolism, Dallapiccola’s use
of rhythmic, proportional, palindromic, and contrapuntal techniques is essential to his
temporal strategies. With all of these elements in mind, we can take an introductory look
at Canti di Liberazione, in preparation for the detailed analysis to follow.

IV. CANTI DI LIBERAZIONE: AN OVERVIEW
The echo of the immemorial, the memory of the primordial, from which every claim to
aesthetic authenticity lives, is the trace of perpetuated injustice that this authenticity at
the same time transcends in thought, but to which it nevertheless to this day exclusively
owes its universality and its blindingness.—Adorno81
Several of the defining characteristics of Liberazione are crucial to our discussion
of time and nonlinearity. The following section will provide an overview of several of
these strategies, including floating rhythm, juxtaposition of textures, cross-partitions, and
polarity.
Dallapiccola’s second serial period, in which he wrote Liberazione, was
characterized by “highly expressive, accessible, transparent, and formally concise” pieces
that nonetheless displayed an increased measure of structural control.82 Over the course of
his compositional career, Dallapiccola’s stylistic trajectory carried him from the
Webernian model to an increasingly Schoenbergian one, and this phase showed an
increased adoption of Webernian and Schoenbergian techniques.83
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Noteworthy stylistic traits of the second period include elision—when the end of
one row overlaps with the beginning of another—and quartet-like treatment of the row, in
which the four forms are treated as a “syntactic unit.” In addition, and importantly,
second period works feature the interaction of polyphony and linear row expressions, and
homophony and cross-partitions. This juxtaposition is crucial to the nonlinearity in
Dallapiccola’s work. Another second phase breakthrough that had serious implications
on the timescape in Liberazione was rhythm, specifically the use of schwebend (floating)
rhythms, as achieved through irregular canons, alternating or simultaneous meters, and
obfuscation of the downbeat through ties, rests, and syncopations.84
Canti di Liberazione’s twelve-tone idiom is enlivened by tonal analogues and
polarity. Dallapiccola’s use of tonal symbols is a significant aspect of his creative
philosophy, and further demonstrates his integration of past and present. As Hans
Nathan explains, Dallapiccola’s music is distinguished from that of his Second
Viennese counterparts in his preference for traditional textures, which encompass
both a polyphonic chamber-music style, and choral-style homophony. Harmonically, his
tonal analogues involve not only stacked thirds, but also unusual chords that appear as
triads or seventh, ninth, or eleventh chords but with an added “disturbing tone” that alters
the tonal context. When Dallapiccola uses harmonic stacks, these added notes, along with
setting a major seventh, ninth, or tritone in the outer voices often weaken any tonal
implications.85
Philosophically, the juxtaposition of tonal and serialist languages raises
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the question of which idiom is “truth.” Adorno assesses the truth content of tonality in the
context of new music, noting that:
In these instances it is the triads that are cacophonous, not the dissonances. As
proxy for the dissonances these triads may sometimes be justified. But it is not
merely the stylistic impurity that is responsible for their falsity. Rather, today, the
technical horizon against which the tonal sounds detestably obtrude encompasses
the whole of music....It [the truth or falsity of chords] is measurable exclusively
by the total level of technique.86
But in contrast to Adorno’s dualistic viewpoint, Dallapiccola’s holistic
compositional nexus suggests that both tonal and serialist idioms can coexist and in fact
integrate in order to convey his narrative. It is in the juxtaposition of these different
elements that hermeneutic windows arise. Almen and Hatten explain how “if multiple
narrative strands are juxtaposed in a way that emphasizes their similarity or difference, a
troping akin to metaphor may create emergent meaning out of the connections among
otherwise separate strands.”87 In other words, it is through this concatenation of disparate
elements that we can glean extramusical meaning.
Dallapiccola is also fond of using ‘polarity,’ in which a certain pitch class or pitch
classes are reinforced in specific sections or movements and resemble tonal centers.
While this technique is commonly referred to as centricity, polarity is the term
Dallapiccola preferred in his self-analysis. As he observes, even without the tonicdominant hierarchy set up in the tonal system and championed by sonata form, “there still
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exist[s], nevertheless, a power of attraction, which I will call polarity...I mean by this
term the extremely subtle relationships which exist between certain notes.”88
Dallapiccola establishes these centers of polarity by emphasizing certain pitch
classes, intervals, or sets through repetition or sustained notes. Significantly, when
intervals are emphasized they do not necessarily constitute two successive row tones, and
in a sense, represent a certain freedom from the row structure.89 Dallapiccola’s use of
repeated notes sometimes involves a recitative-like repetition of syllabic tones of
different note values, a technique that he adopted in the early 1940’s.90 This recitative
style is especially prevalent in the second movement of Liberazione. Nathan elaborates
that Dallapiccola strengthens his pitch centers through large-scale pitch connections,
presenting sections near the beginning and end of a work on the same or nearby pitch
class.91 Accordingly, Noller views Dallapiccola’s use of polarity as a modern form of the
dominant-tonic relationship.92 As I will show, both polarity and tonal analogues are
important elements in the underlying temporal logic of Liberazione.
Another way in which Dallapiccola’s music manifests polarity is demonstrated by
his use of derived aggregates. Unlike Webern, whose derived aggregates maintain the
order of the row’s trichords both as individual units and in the context of the entire row—
thereby establishing a relationship between the original row and the derived aggregate—
Dallapiccola’s derived aggregates usually involve unordered trichords that have an
ambiguous connection to the original row. Dallapiccola’s derived aggregates reveal his
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predilection for a given trichord.93 Dallapiccola presents polarity as indicative of the time
factor—which he views as the fourth dimension of music—and notes that through this
technique, “we can establish the characteristic interval by impressing it on the memory
more deeply than the others, and thus we have a chance of making our musical argument
understood.”94
Another key element of Dallapiccola’s serialist idiom is his use of “crosspartitions,” as described by Brian Alegant. These vertical stacks are usually directly
derived from the row, with resulting horizontal lines composed of unordered row
members. While the vertical columns are usually expressed as chords, “the horizontal
pitch classes are differentiated from one another by registral, timbral, or other means.”95
Common cross partitions are 62, 43, 34, or 26, where the first number identifies the
cardinality of the set and the second number identifies the number of total groupings (see
Figure 3.13). Alegant explains how “slot-machine permutations” in Dallapiccola’s work
preserve the vertical content of the cross-partitions while redistributing the horizontal
content, in essence reiterating the chords while reshaping the melodies.96
Dallapiccola was especially fond of cross-partitioning strategies, using the
technique more frequently than his serialist contemporaries. Alegant notes that
Dallapiccola’s abiding interest in cross-partitions is “especially intriguing” when
considering his analysis of Proust’s character development.97 Repeating a passage
excerpted earlier from the “On the Twelve-Note Road,” let us recall Dallapiccola’s
observation that “before reaching...rhythmic and melodic definition of the series we may
93
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find it compressed into a single chord of twelve notes, two chords of six notes, three of
four notes, four of three notes, or even six two-note chords....to speak only of the most
elementary possibilities.”98 Dallapiccola’s fondness for cross-partitioning is another link
to Proustian and Joycean narrative, and the nonlinearity they encompass.
The majority of the material for Canti di Liberazione stems from the Quaderno
Musicale di Annalibera (1952). Although the two pieces share a row, some sections from
Quaderno are also directly duplicated in Liberazione. Dallapiccola also adapted material
from the Quaderno for his score for Luigi Rognoni’s documentary film Il Cenacolo—Le
vicende del capolavoro di Leonardo da Vinci (1953), and, in yet another homage to
Schoenberg’s Variations, transcribed Quaderno for orchestra as his 1954 Variazioni.99 On
a basic level, Dallapiccola notes the connection between Quaderno and Liberazione,
observing, “Libera—Liberazione: the root is identical.” He explains that, even with
“thousands of changes,” it is possible for listeners to observe Quaderno content within
Liberazione, noting also that he “took special care to retain in the title this analogy,
libera—liberazione.”100 Unsurprisingly, this focus on libera also extends to Canti di
Prigionia. Explaining that Mary Stuart’s prayer in Prigionia was an effort to turn the
queen’s prayer into an accessible song for all, Dallapiccola notes that he “wanted to dwell
at length upon the word “libera” in the music, to have this divine word shouted by
everyone.”101
Brown explains that the nature of the relationship between Liberazione and
Quaderno is similar to that of Volo di Notte and Tre Laudi, in which “the latter work in
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each pair is an essentially non-symbolic amalgam of quotation, development and
reworking based on the material of the earlier.”102 Dallapiccola’s integration of
Liberazione and the two earlier protest pieces (Canti di Prigionia and Il Prigioniero)
conveys his belief that “to arrive at liberation one must pass through captivity.”103 While
Brown suggests that this intertextuality accounts for the “progression” of the entire
protest trilogy, I demonstrate how the protest classification falls short of the numerous
temporal implications of this intertextual nexus. I view allusions as marked moments that
are relatable to Dallapiccola’s philosophies on temporality and memory. These
intertextual connections are another element of the unique timescape of Liberazione.
In conclusion, along with the general techniques of symbolism and intertextuality,
and special use of rhythm, proportions, counterpoint, and palindromes, Dallapiccola uses
several specific strategies in Liberazione that relate to its temporality. These elements—
including cross-partitions, polarity, tonal references, floating rhythm, derived aggregates,
and elision—are essential features of Liberazione. In the analysis to follow, I will detail
each movement along the lines of specific strategies such as these, in an effort to show
how these elements collectively shape the temporality of the work.
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CHAPTER 3:
ANALYSIS OF CANTI DI LIBERAZIONE, I

I. THE ROW AND ITS SUBSETS
The Liberazione row (matrix below, in Figure 3.1) is inversionally hexachordally
combinatorial (6-31) at I7, as Figure 3.2 demonstrates. Intervallically, the major seventh
(derived from the first and second members of the row) is a prominent source of polarity
in the piece, represented in both its original form and in the minor ninth and minor
second.
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Figure 3.1 Canti di Liberazione: 12 x 12 Matrix
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Figure 3.2 Canti di Liberazione Row: Inversional Combinatoriality at I7

The row’s subsets contribute to the tonal references within each movement. For
instance, the constituent tetrachords of the row (Figure 3.3) carry tonal connotations of a
major seventh chord (4-20, 0158), a major triad with an added tone or major plus
diminished (4-18, 0147), and 4-26 (0358), a minor seventh chord (4-26, 0358).
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Figure 3.3: Canti di Liberazione, constituent tetrachords and hexachords

Dallapiccola views the four trichordal segments of the row (Table 3.1) as key
constructive elements of the work, often analyzing musical passages through the guise of
either A, B, C, or D row segments.1 The trichords can also be interpreted as tonal
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analogs: 3-4 (015) as a major seventh chord (missing fifth), 3-8 (026) as a dominant
seventh (missing fifth), and 3-11 (037) as a major or minor triad. Dallapiccola’s
arrangement of these trichords often results in passages that sound vaguely tonal, setting
up the juxtaposition of the serialist and tonal idioms. The integration of nonfunctional
“chord progressions” and linear row statements is crucial to a hermeneutic reading of the
work.

Table 3.1: Canti di Liberazione trichordal subsets
015

8T4

379

2E6

(015)

(026)

(026)

(037)

3-4

3-8

3-8

3-11

A

B

C

D
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II. ANALYTICAL METHODS
My analysis of the temporal structure of Liberazione is based upon the
philosophical, hermeneutic, and semiotic theories outlined earlier. Drawing from the
work of scholars such as Kramer, Brown, Reiner, Bergson, Brelet, and Adorno, I
formulate a model of nonlinearity based on both musical time theories and shared
characteristics between Joycean prose and musical elements.

Table 3.2: Characteristics of nonlinear time in music
Rhythm
Obscured foreground meter
Durational ratios
Proportions

Symmetry
Floating rhythm

Melody and
Harmony
Pedals
Verticalities
Avoidance of stepwise
pitch connections
(viewed as linear)
Discontinuity
Polyphony

Phrase and Structure
Stasis
Persistence/polarity
Reordering or lack of
beginning and end gestures

Merrill observes that the overall structure of Liberazione progresses from
primarily complete row statements in the first movement, to aggregates and segments in
the next two.2 The overall structure of the work also demonstrates Dallapiccola’s
predilection for proportions; the first and third movements are approximately twelve
minutes in length, while the middle movement is only six. Here, as in other factors, we
see not only the use of proportions but also a palindromic or mirror approach. In terms of
the overall polarity of the work, I also observe a fundamental dyadic (01) structure, based
on the beginning and end pitch centers of each movement (Table 3.3).
2
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Table 3.3: Dyadic structure and pitch connections in Canti di Liberazione
Song Beginning PC
I.
F# (6)

Presentation
P6 row

II.

F (5)

Choral pedal

III.

D (2)

P2 opening
hexachord

Ending PC
C#m/
CM
F# (6)
or F#/G (7)
F

Presentation
Interlocking 037’s, final
trichords of I6 and P2
F# final note in
soprano/alto; G highest note
of orchestral 10-note chord
End of I11=FM 037
End of P3=Dm6 (F sus 6?)
Choir=FMm7

From the brief overview above, we can observe the underlying importance of large-scale
01 motion from F# to F. In addition, the opening pitch classes of each movement together
form a background iteration of the fratello motive so crucial to the work (see Figure 6.1).
My analysis is based upon specific techniques or strategies that characterize each
song (Table 3.4). These elements help shape the temporality of the work.

Table 3.4: Characteristic elements of Canti di Liberazione, by movement
I
Discrete row segments
Linear row statements

II
Discrete row segments
Juxtaposed textures

Cross-partitions
Dyads
Elision
Floating rhythm
Proportions and
durational layering
Derived aggregates
BACH motive
Polyphonic or canonic
techniques
Palindromes and
structural symmetry
Expansion and
compression figures

(-4,+2) root motion
Structural dyads
Elision
Floating rhythm
Durational layering
and metrical cells
BACH motive
Polyphonic or canonic
techniques
Polarity
Choral pedal notes

III
Arrangement of 037 and 025
Complex integration of rows in
different voices
Structural and symbolic dyads
Elision
Floating rhythm
Proportions and durational
layering
Derived aggregates
Intertextual references
Canonic writing
Palindromes
Compression figures
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III. ANALYSIS
The first song is divided into three sections, an ABA form related to the text.
Drawing from Merrill’s structural observations,3 the form is outlined in Table 3.5:

Table 3.5: Ternary structure of Canti di Liberazione, I.
Section and
Measures
I.
(A)
1-77
II.
(B)
78-119

III.
(A)
120-152

Features

Text

Translation

Sparse,
Webernian,
Polyphonic

O frater, frater
si esset firma fides
nostra,
fierent in nobis divina
Obmutescant qui negant
expugnari posse
Chananoeam.

Oh brother, brother
If our faith is strong
God will be with us

Homophonic,
fortissimo,
polychoral
instrument
families
Return to sparse
polyphony

Amid those who deny
They can defeat the
Canaanites.

Text of A (reprise)

A. Discrete Row Segments
Much of the first movement is built around the row’s discrete trichords, which
Dallapiccola labeled A (015), B (026), C (026), and D (037). Specific segments often
govern certain passages. For instance, the choral material in measures 14-19 is governed
by segment C, leading to the predominance of segment A in measures 19-25.

3

Ibid., 72-73.
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Figure 3.4: A (015) (blue) and C (026) (red) in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 14-25.

The row segments are further integrated in measures 46-50, which involves
segments A, B, and D. Additionally, row segments are often stated simultaneously with
linear row statements in different voices. In the pickup to measure 42 (see Figure 3.4), the
flute states R6 linearly, while the first segments of measure 42 are D’s (037). The chorus
is given both 026’s and 037’s for the words in nobis divina, and it seems to be no
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coincidence that this triadically heavy passage coincides with reference to the divine. The
association of the divine with segment D illustrates Dallapiccola’s predilection for
musical underlining of textual elements. While it would seem paradoxical to connect the
divine with triadic harmony—limited and somewhat outmoded—in this context, given
the markedness of the tonal reference itself with the surrounding twelve-tone material, it
is the contradiction itself that provides so much significance. Also crucial to a
hermeneutic interpretation of this passage is the association of the divine with a B major
triad, immediately followed by A minor (two successive 037’s) in the basses.
B major as a symbol for epiphany or salvation is one of Dallapiccola’s favorite
expressive tools. It might be argued that this triad is one of many deployed in a passage
dense with 037 segments. But the visibility of this particular sonority is clear; unlike the
soprano and alto B segments which are stated simultaneously, the bass 037’s are largely
unaccompanied; the small overlap with the soprano 026 exploits the B (pitch class 11)
which ends that segment, and ties it to the bass B major triad. The succession of B major
to A minor perhaps tinges the euphoric quality of the preceding triad with a grounding in
the reality of the present.
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Figure 3.5: Row segments in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 42-49

Measures 54-62 (Figure 3.6) are built around A segments (015), most of which
express either a 1:1:2 or 2:2:1 proportion. This passage suggests mixed temporalities, or
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simultaneous distinct temporal levels. The independent rhythmic profiles of the
individual voices and instruments contribute to the overall affect of nonlinearity, and a
subjective flow rather than clearly delineated succession. This fluidity of motion is also
expressed in measure 140 (Figure 3.7) as R2 passes from the flute to the English horn.
The row is completed in the English horns, French horns and violas. Meanwhile, the
choir sings segment A (015). This juxtaposition of row statements and row segments
conveys simultaneity, and the interpolation of a linear row statement and iterations of
segment A suggest the multiple, coexisting perspectives inherent to Joyce’s Ulysses.
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Figure 3.6: 015 sets in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 54-62.

Figure 3.7: Juxtaposition in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 140-143
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B. Linear Row Statements
While linear row statements can logically be viewed as elements of linearity, in
Liberazione they often convey nonlinearity on a deeper level. The first movement begins
with complete linear row statements, as the row is passed conversationally between the
voices and its contituent fragments flow from soprano to alto to tenor and back to
soprano (Figure 3.8). This first row statement (P6) introduces several significant motivic
details that are interwoven into the three movements. For instance, the descending
contour of the A segment (015), comprised of a falling major seventh and minor sixth, is
recognizable throughout the course of the work for the presentation of its characteristic
intervals as well as its rhythmic profile. In addition, the “answering” B motive (026), in
the form of a rising major second followed by a descending augmented fourth is similarly
recurring and its rhythm (dotted eighth, dotted eighth, dotted quarter) is an important
example of the repeated emphasis on proportionalism and durations. Despite the row’s
linear presentation, its seamless trajectory from one voice to another and the juxtaposition
of its constituent motivic ideas suggest Joycean stream-of-consciousness.

Figure 3.8: Statement of P6 in Canti di Liberazione, I, mm. 1-4
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Nonlinearity through juxtaposition is also evident in the simultaneous
presentation of linear row statements and (irregular) cross-partitions. For instance, in
measures 62-65 (Figure 3.9), I1 in the choir is juxtaposed with R4 in the brass, clarinets,
and harp. This passage is drawn from the first line of the last piece of Quaderno.4

Figure 3.9: I1 (upper staff) and R4 (lower staff) in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 62-65

Similarly, in measures 66-69 (Figure 3.10), the linear statement of R3—traveling
from the flute down to the English horn, clarinet, and bass clarinet in a visually engaging
cascade—is juxtaposed with homophonic, rhythmically simple stacks of RI9 in the brass.
Two pitch classes are shared between these rows, and the rows temporally converge at
these points of connection. Arrows mark these points in the following figure, on pitch
classes 2 and 4.

4

Dallapiccola 2000, 12.
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Figure 3.10: R3 and RI9 in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 66-69

It is important to note that, while these rows are being articulated in the orchestra,
the choir performs set 015 (A) in a durationally layered, imitative gesture that
demonstrates both the 1:1:2 and 2:1:1 principles as well as both the normal and inverted
forms of the set. These four statements of the A trichordal segment result in a derived
aggregate. The incorporation of all these diverse elements suggests simultaneity.
Another way in which linear row statements can have nonlinear implications is in
the simultaneous statement of distinct row forms. Measures 143-151 (Figure 3.11)
involve such juxtaposition in the choir: P2 in the alto (m. 143) followed by R4 in the bass
(m. 144), I3 in the tenor (m. 147) and finally RI7 in the soprano (m. 148).

Figure 3.11: Row Statements in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 143-151
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C. Cross-partitions
Dallapiccola often showcases the distinction between homophonic and
polyphonic textures, either presenting each successively, or juxtaposing them (see figure
3.12). In the pickup to measure 27, the cellos begin I4, which is followed by I6 in the
choir (passed from bass-alto-tenor). In measure 29, the bass clarinet and harp perform
two repeated 037’s, one stated immediately after the other in the form of quarter-note
triplets, which are extracted from the end of one row and the beginning of another in the
surrounding texture. The first set is drawn from the final trichord of I4, while the second
is the first trichord of RI9, which is completed in measure 31. Set against the end of this
linear row statement is RI6 stated homophonically through cross-partitioning. In measure
31, therefore, we have the juxtaposition of orchestral RI6 cross-partitions (homophonic),
orchestral RI9 (linear), and choral I6 (linear). In addition, at the end of this measure we
can observe Dallapiccola’s rhythmic “signature,” in the form of a quintuplet that alludes
to his last name, in the trumpet and trombone.
Dallapiccola’s cross-partitioning strategies illustrate simultaneity (and
nonlinearity) in their juxtaposition with other techniques like linear row presentations and
melodic statements of discrete row segments. At the same time, they demonstrate
Dallapiccola’s focus on arrangement through both their verticalization of the row, and the
horizontal, melodic sonorities that result. For instance, cross-partitions of P9 in measures
78-80 (Figure 3.13) involve melodic presentations of set class 3-7 (025) in the soprano
and alto, as well as 3-2 (013) in the tenor and bass. This pattern (a pair of melodic 025’s
and 013’s) is echoed in the orchestra in measure 81 (P3). While 025 is not one of the
work’s constituent trichordal segments identified by Dallapiccola, it does occur among
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adjacent row members three, four, and five. In contrast, set class 013 is not a contiguous
subset of the row. By involving these trichords in the melodic expression of crosspartitions, Dallapiccola is reaching beyond the limitations of the row. As we will see in
Chapter 5, 025 trichords gain additional significance in the third movement, where they
serve as tonal references.

Figure 3.12: Linear and homophonic row statements in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 31-32

Also noteworthy in measures 78-81 is the metrical orientation of the crosspartitions in relation to the text, as the positioning of the vertical sonorities obfuscates the
sense of meter. Moreover, the 43 cross-partitions of I11 in measure 80 present the rhythm
of the immediately preceding choral presentation of P9, in almost exact diminution. After
the choral cross-partitions and set against the conclusion of the brass partitions, the choir
states four 01 dyads in rapid succession (on the word expugnari), each offset by an eighth
note. Orchestral tetrachordal cross-partitions of P3 are presented in measure 81,
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immediately following these choral dyads; the rapidity of their statement along with the
overall diminution of rhythmic values from the first to third cross-partitions suggests
temporal compression. At the same time, the choral dyadic gestures suggest stasis
through their imitative return to the 01 interval.

Figure 3.13: Tetrachordal cross-partitions in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 78-81

D. Dyads
The 01 dyad (major seventh or minor second interval) is an important structural
element of the work, and is a frequently recurring motive, as seen in Figure 3.13.
Moreover, the first movement features several passages that are saturated with the dyad.
While the choral use of the dyad often involves an expressive major seventh leap, the
orchestral dyad is often expressed through tremolandi.
In measures 11-14 (Figure 3.14), orchestral tremolandi are drawn from the rows
themselves (I2, P6, and I4). Comparing the two manifestations of this dyad—as
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expressive, melodic material in the choir and decorative tremolo in the orchestra—
suggests Dallapiccola’s partiality to the voice as an expressive medium. Significantly,
measures 10-14 are adapted from measures 8-12 of the tenth piece of Quaderno.5

Figure 3.14: Tremolandi Dyads in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 11-13

The choir presents P6 in measures 82-83 (Figure 3.15), but with orchestrational
intricacies that emphasize the 01 interval. For instance, the third, sixth, seventh, and tenth
members of the row (pitch classes T, E, 8, and 9) are omitted from the choral stacks and
presented as individual dyads in the strings (T, E) in measures 82-83, and in the trumpet
and xylophone (9, 8). This draws our attention once again to the 01 dyad, the major
seventh (in the case of the strings) and the minor second (in the case of the trumpet)
intervals. In addition, these four pitch classes collectively comprise a transposed version
of the BACH motive.

5

Dallapiccola 2000, 11.
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Figure 3.15: Dyads displaced from cross-partitions in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 82-83

Table 3.6 summarizes the types of dyadic presentations in the first movement,
including structural juxtaposition, tremolandi, and the BACH motive. Aside from being
structurally and motivically significant, the 01 dyad is also vital component of many of
the devices Dallapiccola uses to manipulate musical time, including proportions,
durational layering, and compression figures. These many manifestations of the 01 dyad
remind us of Dallapiccola’s interest in Joycean techniques of arrangement and wordplay.

Table 3.6: Examples of dyadic presentations in Canti di Liberazione, I
Measures
5-9
11-14
50-53
82-83
87-88
90-91

Associated techniques
2:1:1 proportion; durational layering; compression figure
Tremolando; dyads extracted from surrounding linear row statements
1:1:2 proportional principle (retrograde of 2:1:1)
Four omitted row members (BACH set) presented as tremolando dyads
Structural juxtaposition of pitch classes 0 and 11 (C and B)
Discrete 01 dyads in choir and orchestra adding up to derived aggregate
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E. Elision
Dallapiccola’s use of elision has structural, temporal, and harmonic implications.
In measure 4 (Figure 3.16), the end of P6 is elided with the beginning of R1 through their
end and beginning dyads respectively, which share a common tone (0/C). The elision of
these two dyads is also tonally significant; the presentation of pitch classes 0, 5 and 7
implies tonal (circle of fifths) progression, while these three tones collectively suggest the
polarity of pitch class 0. Furthermore, the point of elision within a vocal phrase (fides
nostra) is another example of Dallapiccola’s avoidance of obvious temporal markers or
structural seams. As the textual verse nears its conclusion, a new row begins, and the
“harmonic rhythm” implied through dyadic elision does not correspond directly to the
text. Instead, the text and music are self-sufficient yet completely integrated streams. The
elision of rows through beginning and end dyads is repeated frequently in the movement,
with various rows.
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Figure 3.16: Row Elision in Canti di Liberazione I, m. 1-4
The conclusion of R1 in measures 6-7 (Figure 3.17) is elided with the beginning
of a dyadic passage of 01’s—a crucial interval in the work. Similarly, in measure 8 the
dyad 01 constituting the first two notes of P0 are both related to the 01 dyadic passage
and the launch of a more linear statement of the tone row. This duality of function
reinforces the importance of homonyms and word arrangement that was so influential to
Dallapiccola.
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Figure 3.17: Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 1-4

The pickup to measure 85 (Figure 3.18) introduces combinatorial row pairs P5
and I0. Pitch classes 0, 3, and 8 in the choir in measure 85 represent both the final
trichord of I2, which was stated in the previous measure, and the fifth, seventh, and
eighth members of the P5 row. Further elision is seen in the interrelation between I2 and
I0, in which B (pitch class 11) serves as somewhat of a pivot or common tone between
the two rows. In addition, another row (I6) is stated alongside I0 and P5, in the brass.
While it begins in the brass in measure 86, it is completed in larger scale with the
addition of winds, strings, and xylophone in measure 87. As P5 is completed in the
chorus, another instance of elision and polarity occurs as R0 is begun mid-measure and
seemingly mid-thought. Here the final pitch class of P5 (B/11) is elided with the first two
members of R0 (B and F#, 11 and 6) in order to collectively present an arpeggiated B
triad (missing the third) on qui negant. I read the missing third as musical underlining of
the text (“who denied”) in that the triadic sonority of B, so beloved to Dallapiccola in the
major mode as an instance of salvation, is here limited to the root and fifth.
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Figure 3.18: Elision in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 82-87

Dallapiccola also uses elision of pitch classes as a means of integrating crosspartitions from distinct rows. In measure 96 (Figure 3.19), the orchestra presents RI2
through hexachordal cross-partitions featuring embedded tremolos stating 01 dyadic
members of the row. Further non-tremolo melodic 01 intervals result from the voice
leading in these cross-partitions. The high A# (pitch class 10) in the flute and first violins
is one clear instance of elision, as the pitch class is picked up from the soprano line in the
previous measure. Carrying this trend of elision even further, the high A# continues its
role as a pivot or common tone in the next measure (97), under which hexachordal crosspartitions of I11 are stated. Soon after, the chorus presents fortissimo cross-partitions (34)
from R3; like the high A# in the orchestra serving as a common tone between two
successive cross-partitions, the soprano D# (pitch class 3) is maintained from the end of
R3 to the beginning of 43 cross-partitions of R6, providing a sense of elision.
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Figure 3.19: Elision of cross-partitioned rows in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 95-100

F. Floating rhythm
The a cappella section from the pickup to measure 15 to measure 26 (Figure 3.20)
is governed by row segments, first C material (026) and then A (015). Above the 026
material, Dallapiccola wrote “un idea piu scorrevole” (a smoother, or more sliding idea)
in his score. This seems to hint at the expressive quality of the section, which features
motives sliding together and integrating through their motivic and rhythmic relationships.
In addition, this passage is marked by use of canon and durational layering through the
proportions 2:1:1 and 1:1:2, again achieved through rhythmic diminution and
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augmentation devices. Here the 026 material (C) is associated with the O frater text—
originally characterized by the 015 A segment—while the entire remainder of the verse
(si esset firma fides nostra) is set using 015. I view this as a clear instance of Joycean
arrangement and rearrangement, related to the reinterpretation of elements through this
distribution.
Another meaningful component of the section is the embedded BACH motive at
the conclusion of this segment-driven passage, juxtaposing fragmentary and highly
polyphonic material with a homophonic statement of interlocking sevenths on the
vertically set pitch classes B, A, C, and Bb. While it would be easy to observe this
juxtaposition through the opposition of polyphony and homophony, it is not quite so
straightforward given the homophonic incorporation of the BACH reference. If the
polyphonic is viewed as modern or timeless and the homophonic as outmoded or limited,
that belies the intertextual implications within the BACH reference itself. In addition,
Dallapiccola’s reference to “un idea piu scorrevole” suggests the free-flowing and
unbounded quality of the segmental passage, as opposed to the more chordally stated
rows that precede it and the homophonic BACH statement that follows it. Thus, we see a
multifaceted intertextual and hermeneutic nexus that hints at the manifold meanings
revealed through Dallapiccola’s juxtapositions.
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Figure 3.20: Floating Rhythm in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 14-26

G. Proportions and durational layering
In measure 50 (Figure 3.21), dyads in the choir (and orchestra) demonstrate a
1:1:2 proportional principle. As previously discussed, proportions serve an important
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unifying function in nonlinear music and often represent timelessness. Dallapiccola’s
frequent use of proportions suggests another element of nonlinearity in Liberazione.

Figure 3.21: 1:1:2 Proportional Principle in the Choir, Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 49-52

In measure 70 (Figure 3.22), rows are set at different durational levels and in
different textural contexts. P0 is stated in a homophonic texture from measures 70-73 that
continues the simple dotted half note rhythm established in the previous passage. At the
same time, the viola, cello, contrabass, harp, and bass clarinet begin RI9, which is given a
much more sophisticated rhythmic profile featuring the triplets, dotted rhythms, ties over
the barline, and syncopations that are characteristic of Liberazione’s overall style and—
by extension—Dallapiccola’s floating rhythm. Adding to this rich texture is the
introduction of discrete hexachords in the choir. The bass performs the first hexachord of
P3 in measures 69-70, followed by the first hexachord of I10 in the alto in measure 70.
This particular hexachord is then passed to the tenor and bass and finally completed in
measure 73.
Finally, P3 is stated in full in the strings and clarinets from measures 74-77. This
delayed completion of the row calls to mind the Proustian ideal of character development,
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as Dallapiccola again reveals the row in a fragmentary manner before presenting it in full.
This complete statement of P3 continues the diverse rhythmic soundscape of the
preceding RI9. Meanwhile, the homophonic, dotted-half note texture of P0 is followed by
I7 in the brass in measures 74-77.

Figure 3.22: Varied Textures and Durational Levels in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 69-78

H. Derived aggregates
Dallapiccola’s use of derived aggregates through his emphasis on particular row
subsets illustrates his interest in arrangement, assonances, and polarity, and is reminiscent
of Joyce’s manipulation of word and sound relationships such as homonyms and
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onomatopoeia. In measure 95 (Figure 3.23), dyads are expressed imitatively as both
melodic major sevenths and minor seconds, adding up to a derived aggregate.

Figure 3.23: Derived aggregate formed of dyads in Canti di Liberazione I, m. 95

Similarly, discrete 01 dyads create a derived aggregate in the orchestra in measures 100
to 105 (Figure 3.24). These dyads are again presented as both major sevenths and minor
seconds, with imitative rhythms in augmentation and diminution.

Figure 3.24: Derived aggregate formed of dyads in Canti di Liberazione I., mm. 100-105
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Dallapiccola also utilizes the constituent trichordal subsets of the row extensively,
often saturating passages with one (or sometimes two) of these segments. In measures
106-108 (Figure 3.25), as the choir presents trichordal cross-partitions of P4 and R5
respectively, the celesta, harp, oboe, and flute present distinct A segments (015) adding
up to a derived aggregate.

Figure 3.25: Derived aggregate from trichords in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 106-108

The manipulation of words and sounds in Joyce’s work can thus be observed in
Dallapiccola’s careful arrangement of pitch class sets, and the polarity of certain intervals
such as the 01 dyad. Emphasizing the music’s constituent elements is another way in
which Dallapiccola is suggesting nonlinearity.

I. BACH motive
The BACH motive (0123 tetrachord) is expressed several times in connection to
the word fides (faith). Measure 26 is the first instance (see Figure 3.20 in the section on
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floating rhythm). Corresponding to the end of the word fides in measure 35 (Figure 3.26),
there is a vertical stack of interlocking sevenths that may be interpreted as another
instance of the BACH motive (G#, A, F#, G) coinciding with this statement of faith. This
is followed by two additional BACH stacks that elide with the beginning of a linear
statement of P1 in the choir.

Figure 3.26: Orchestral BACH stacks in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 35-36

In addition, measure 54 (Figure 3.27) expresses both 34 cross-partitions of P5 and
a linear statement of the BACH motive on its original pitch classes in the flute.
Moreover, from this cross-partitioning emerges a transparent and conspicuous vertical
echo of 037, conveying E minor. Simultaneously, the soprano and tenor begin 015 (A)
sets on Eb (pitch class 3). The juxtaposition of E and Eb is another instance of the
polarity of the 01 interval throughout the work. Offset by an eighth note, the alto
(followed shortly thereafter by the bass) soon begins its own 015 on D (pitch class 2),
establishing a further 01 relationship.
The choral homophonic O frater statement in measures 128-129 (Figure 3.28) is
also built on the BACH set (0123). As mentioned previously, in addition to invoking the
name of Bach, these BACH references also pay homage to Schoenberg. The conspiciuous
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presentation of the BACH motive alongside especially meaningful text—such as fides
and frater—demonstrates their hermeneutic significance.

Figure 3.27: BACH motive and dyadic gestures in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 54-57

Figure 3.28: BACH motive in the choir, Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 128-129
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J. Polyphonic and canonic techniques
Dallapiccola’s fondness for puzzles and symmetry reveals itself in his use of
canon cancrizans from the end of measure 85 to the beginning of measure 91, in the choir
and orchestra. This passage has intertextual significance, in that it is derived from the
seventh piece of Quaderno (Figure 3.29).6
Dallapiccola often exploits the distinction between homophonic and polyphonic
textures. This strategy suggests the corresponding distinction between linear and
nonlinear (bounded and limitless time) that he associates with the form of fugue versus
canon, or form versus technique. The homophonic choral cross-partitions in measures
106-108 (Figure 3.30) are answered by conversational gestures in the orchestra. In the
following passage, rows P10, I3, RI5, and R7 present a double canon in contrary motion.
Another canon cancrizans is in measures 130-135 (Figure 3.31) with the reprise
of A material, where the choir begins P0 as the dux and the orchestra states P7 as the
comes. This canon also involves R0 in the orchestra and R7 in the choir, corresponding to
the cancrizans. With this return of A section material interwoven with more sophisticated
polyphony, it is useful to remember that Dallapiccola associated polyphony with
boundlessness or immortality; in addition the use of retrograde recalls the Joycean
techniques of wordplay and arrangement that had such profound implications on the
timescape of his work.

6
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Figure 3.29: Canon cancrizans in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 85-91
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Figure 3.30: Double Canon in Contrary Motion in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 108-112

Figure 3.31: Canon cancrizans in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 130-135

K. Palindromes and structural symmetry
As previously discussed, palindromic passages and sophisticated levels of
symmetry have been associated with nonlinear musical time. Dallapiccola’s use of
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structural symmetry in Liberazione is associated with specific dramatic moments in the
work, and range from large-scale mirror sections to palindromic “progressions” or row
presentations. One instance of the latter occurs in measures 32-35 (Figure 3.32), where
the orchestra presents homophonic vertical stacks from I3, P9, and I3 respectively.
Meanwhile, set in the center of this structural palindrome (measure 33) is an adapted
version of the Dallapiccola rhythmic signature in the horns, set as the final eighth note of
a triplet followed by a quintuplet and the first member of an eighth-note triplet.

Figure 3.32: Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 32-35
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These palindromic elements appear to be directly related to the text setting,
reinforcing Dallapiccola’s predilection for symbolism. As the orchestra presents these
rows one by one, the choir is given three spoken words—frater, firma, fides—set at three
different metrical points within the measure in bars 32, 34, and 35. These rhythms move
from dotted eighths at the very end of measure 32, to two triplet quarter notes on the
downbeat of measure 34, and finally eighth notes that are set in the rhythmic center of
measure 35. The measure-long break between frater and the following two words,
coinciding with the Dallapiccola rhythmic symbol in measure 33, shows the composer’s
commitment to comprehensible text setting, and also places his own mark beside the
words, ‘brother,’ and ‘strong faith,’ perhaps serving as a statement of his own personal
spirituality.

L. Expansion and compression figures
From the pickup to measure 6 through measure 8, the 01 dyad is expressed
through rhythmic canon on the words O frater, with the rhythmic proportion 2:1:1
presented with progressively decreasing note values (see Figure 3.33). This collection of
dyads in a canonic relationship stating a shared proportional profile is an instance of
durational layering, as well as a derived aggregate. This excerpt demonstrates
Dallapiccola’s use of accelerando naturale, a compression figure in which the
progressively decreasing rhythmic proportions give the impression of accelerando
without a tempo change.7

7
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Figure 3.33: Compression figure in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 5-9

Measure 105 has an intriguing quality in addition to its cross-partitions (Figure
4.34). Within the span of this one measure, the strings present three row statements in
cross-partition: R11, R8, and R10 (34). In addition, the rhythmic setup of the rows present
a compression figure in which the note values are gradually decreasing (triplet-four
sixteenths-quintuplet). This compression figure, like the earlier accelerando naturale,
gives the impression of time speeding up, despite the lack of a tempo change.

Figure 3.34: Compression Figure in Canti di Liberazione I, m. 105
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The transitional passage from measures 116-119 (Figure 3.35) leads to a reprise
of the first section. Here the frater, firma, fides spoken prose from measures 32-35
returns, along with an additional spoken word, fierent. Another change from the original
setting of the parlando text is the use of a rhythmic expansion figure. Unlike a
compression figure, this expansion figure involves the progressive lengthening of note
values and suggests the stretching of time. Here the expansion figure—triplet eighth
notes-eighth notes-dotted eighth notes-triplet quarter notes—associated with the words
“brother,” “strong,” “faith,” and “made,” is evocative not only because of the lengthened
note values but also because of the added word, which seems to present a strengthened
testament of faith.

Figure 3.35: Choral Expansion Figure in Canti di Liberazione I, mm. 116-119

In this chapter, I have shown how Dallapiccola’s use of specific techniques or
elements (such as discrete row segments, elision, floating rhythm, proportions and
durational layering, derived aggregates, the BACH motive, polyphonic and canonic
techniques, palindromes, and expansion and compression figures) contributes to the
temporal dynamic of the first movement. In the following chapter, I will demonstrate
how these and other strategies are used for similar purposes in the second movement.
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CHAPTER 4:
ANALYSIS OF CANTI DI LIBERAZIONE, II

I. FORM AND OVERVIEW

Table 4.1: Form of Canti di Liberazione, II1
Section and
Measures
I.
(A)
1-87

Features

Text

Polyphonic setting, Dominus quasi vir
sparse orchestral
pugnator:
writing
Omnipotens nomen ejus

II.
(B)
88-122

Primarily
homophonic,
polychoral use of
instrumental
families

III.
(C)
123-171

Polyphony returns

Currus Pharaonis, et
exercitum ejus
projecit in mare:
electi principes ejus
submersi sunt
in mari rubro:
Abyssi opuerunt eos:
descenderunt in
profundum
quasi lapis.
Same as section A

Translation
The Lord is as a
man of war:
Almighty is his
name.
Pharaoh’s chariots
and his army he
cast into the sea:
his chosen captains
also are drowned
in the Red Sea: the
depths cover them:
they sank to the
bottom like a
stone.

The second song is also in ABA form, as Table 4.1 shows. The song is heavily
built around canon and metrical cells—proportional rhythmic motives—which are
structural unifiers as well as markers of subsections.2 In addition, the movement is more
reliant on discrete hexachords or sets rather than linear row statements. Another unique
feature of the central song is the recurrence of unison repeated notes in the choir, which

1
2

Adapted from Merrill 1995, 75.
Merrill 1995, 73.
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not only establish polarity of the given pedal note, but serve an expressive purpose as a
declamatory and chantlike vocal technique.
Another characteristic of the second movement is the recurrence of a
melodic+harmonic hexachordal theme (see Figure 4.1). The first trichord (015) is
elaborated melodically, while the second trichord (026) is presented via a harmonic
seventh followed by a leap to the sixth pitch class of the hexachord. Both of these
trichordal ideas result in an emphasis on the interval of the seventh (both major and
minor). This recurring theme often involves combinatorial row pairs, as in the following
example from the beginning of the movement, which features P4 and I11 hexachords.

Figure 4.1: Melodic+harmonic hexachordal theme in Canti di Liberazione, II

II. ANALYSIS

A. Floating Rhythm
In measures 141-143, the tenors and basses sing in unison on pitch class 2 (D) in a
passage characterized by floating rhythm (Figure 4.2). The obfuscation of the downbeat
through ties over the barline, shifting and asymmetrical meter, and triplets, obscure a
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sense of regular meter and linear progression. The metrical ambiguity of the passage is
reminiscent of Joycean stream-of-consciousness.

Figure 4.2: Floating Rhythm in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 141-143

B. Choral Pedal Notes
Choral pedal notes in the second movement move at different temporal levels in
each voice—based on specific metrical cells—through durational layering. The pedals
interact with the surrounding row material to help establish polarity, and have important
implications on large-scale structural pitch connections (see Figures 4.7 – 4.10).

Table 4.2: Choral pedal notes in Canti di Liberazione, II
Measures
1-9
19-24
42-46
57-61
75-78
81-84
113-117
123-131
157-162

Pitch Class/Note
5/F
3/Eb
4/E
11/B
10/Bb
7/G
10/Bb
5/F
10/Bb

Metrical Cell
3:1:2
3:1:2
5:2:3
5:2:3
5:2:3
5:2:3
5:2:3
3:1:2
S: 5:2:3 +
A: 3:1:2 =
T: 8:3:5

Voicing
SATB
SATB
SA
TB
SAT
SATB
SAT
SATB
SAT*
*Also 3:1:2
durational layering
in percussion
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Table 4.2 outlines the different choral pedal notes and their associated metrical
cells. The presentation of choral pedals becomes more sophisticated throughout the
movement, progressing from a simple 3:1:2 proportion to 5:2:3, and finally the complex
8:3:5. Further sophistication is achieved through the integration of distinct choral pedal
notes in the B section, suggesting simultaneity. In measures 105-106 (Figure 4.3), Eb, F,
and B are juxtaposed. As the alto, tenor, and bass sustain pitch class 5 (F), the sopranos
introduce pitch class 11 (B) in the following measure (see Figure 4.3)

Figure 4.3: Juxtaposed choral pedal notes in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 105-106

This juxtaposition is significant for several reasons. First, the combination of the
choral pedals (pitch classes 3 and 5) and pitch class 11 (Eb, F, and B) together comprise
an 026 set (one of the constituent row segments). In addition, the soprano’s pitch class 11
is the one note missing from the simultaneous hexachordal cross-partitions of RI8 in the
orchestra. The introduction of pitch class 11 also launches a new, brief reiteration of the
centricity of B, through the beginning of P11 in the oboe, clarinet, and violins in measure
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107. I7 is begun later in the measure in the winds and lower strings, and the ends of these
two rows overlap through their shared, final tetrachord (81T5 and T581).
In addition to its theoretical implications, the integration of these three pedal notes
is another instance of Dallapiccola’s tonal allusions. The interweaving of F, which
arguably functions as the movement’s “tonic,” Eb, which has significance as a constituent
of the minor dominant, and B, the leading tone of the dominant, suggests the coexistence
of times and places.

C. Structural Dyads
In measures 98-99 (Figure 4.4), the choir presents melodic material composed of
both an 015 trichord and discrete 01 dyads. Simultaneously, 037 trichords in the brass
suggest chromatic, stepwise voice-leading.3

Figure 4.4: Dyadic References in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 98-99
3

The second pair of 037 trichords in this example suggests stepwise connections despite registral
displacement (F#-G, B-Bb, Eb-D).
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In a Neo-Riemannian sense, this passage can be understood as two H relations
(LPL): Db major to A minor, and B major to G minor. This trichordal material is
reproduced a half step higher in measures 110-111 (Figure 4.5), another instance of the
significance of the 01 dyad. While both descending gestures illustrate the sinking of
Pharaoh’s chariots, Dallapiccola’s placement of the second passage a half step higher
than the first is hermeneutically significant, hinting at narrative transcendence (a
middleground reference to the background dyadic motion of the movement from F-F#)
while conveying the depth of the Red Sea and the drowning of the soldiers. While the
stepwise voice-leading is an instance of foreground linearity, its juxtaposition with
discrete row segments in the choir suggests temporal simultaneity akin to the Joycean
coexistence of characters, times, and places.

Figure 4.5: Dyadic References in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 110-111
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Measure 33 introduces a new thematic idea in which the first pentachord of the
row is stated linearly, but the sixth and seventh members (forming an 01 dyad) are
displaced and stated in another voice, in a more harmonic context (see Figure 4.6). After
this dyad is stated, the final pentachord of the row is completed melodically. In the
following passage, this configuration is stated via I4, P1, I7, and P10. At the heart of this
compositional strategy is the overriding focus on arrangement, the simultaneity of rows,
the focus on the 01 dyad, and the canonic imitation between voices—all while the choir is
still performing the words nomen ejus.

Figure 4.6: Displaced dyadic figure in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 33-39

D. Metrical Cells
In measures 1-6 (Figure 4.7), the choir performs a perfect unison on pitch class 5
(F), singing the word Dominus (Lord) at different durational levels of the same
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proportional metrical cell (3:1:2). When analyzing eighth notes, the soprano (9:3:6), alto
(12:4:8), tenor (18:6:12), and bass (36:12:24) all present this metrical cell; while this
might not be readily apparent upon listening, what is evident is the schwebend (floating)
rhythm achieved by the different durational layers involved and the obfuscation of the
barline.

Figure 4.7: Choral pedal in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 1-6

The choir begins a pedal Eb in measure 19 reached via minor second ascent from
D in the tenor and bass and a (compound) major third leap from G in the alto (remember
that the 015 motive consists of a major seventh plus minor sixth) atop of which is an Ab
in the soprano reached via half step ascent from G (see Figure 4.8). These two pitch
classes (8 and 3/Ab and Eb) represent the last two pitch classes of P9. But there is more
involved. Here we see the 01 dyad integrated as well as the seminal 015. In addition, the
motion from a G to Eb polarity in the choir is something that will recur later. From
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measures 19-24, the choral pedal on Eb (pitch class 3) demonstrates repeated metrical
cells based on multiples of the proportion 3:1:2. The alto, tenor, and bass are given
independent proportional rhythms that suggest mixed temporalities through their
durational layering. We should remember also that proportions are typically an indicator
of nonlinearity.

Figure 4.8: Choral pedal in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 19-24

In measure 42 (Figure 4.9), the soprano and alto present a pedal E (pitch class 4)
on the word Dominus with a 5:2:3 proportional rhythm (metrical cell). In the soprano, the
note values of this metrical cell are shortened through diminution as the choral pedal
continues to measure 47. In the alto, however, the note values remain the same, though
falling at different points within each measure.
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Figure 4.9: Metrical cell in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 42-47

Dallapiccola’s use of metrical cells in measures 113-117 (Figure 4.10) illustrates
Rosemary Brown’s complex proportionalism: the soprano, alto, and tenor present a pedal
Bb on three different metrical cells (5:2:3), (3:1:2), and (8:3:5) respectively. The tenor
proportion is the total of the soprano and alto proportions, while the percussion in this
passage presents durationally layered versions of the 3:1:2 metrical cell.

Figure 4.10: Metrical cells in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 113-117
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E. Durational Layering
I7 is stated as orchestral hexachordal cross-partitions in measure 100 (Figure
4.11). These cross-partitions are immediately followed by hexachordal cross-partitions of
I5, expanded to include the strings in a huge wash of sound. But interestingly, pitch class
10 (Bb) is missing from the second orchestral stack. Instead, it is stated in the soprano as
the first of a series of descending 01 dyads in measures 102-103 that form a derived
aggregate. In addition, these falling intervals, durationally layered, illustrate the text
abyssi (abyss), as they collectively, one after another, plunge into the depths. If we recall
Dallapiccola’s fondness for Nietzche’s abyss, this passage is particularly evocative. The
proliferation of 01 sets is not limited to the choir; corresponding to the completion of the
orchestral hexachordal stack—an ending which tapers off through different endpoints
among the instruments—is the beginning of 01 dyads in the orchestra. As the
hexachordal stack dies away, the 01 dyads simultaneously creep up into existence as
ascending intervals, seemingly subverting the downward thrust of the choir. The upward
push soon overwhelms the choir as well (measure 103), as the soprano, alto, tenor, and
bass finally present ascending dyads one after the other. This abundance of 01’s in the
choir and orchestra presents an overwhelming unanimity of which we are unaccustomed
given the prevailing multiplicity of textures and strategies in the songs. This all-absorbing
unity is perhaps another way in which we are staring into the abyss.
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Figure 4.11: Durational layering in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 100-104

Shortly thereafter, the choir presents descending 01 dyads with decreasing
rhythmic values (Figure 4.12). These durational layers collectively form a derived
aggregate. The descent and diminution together illustrate the text descenderunt (down),
and this compression figure demonstrates Dallapiccola’s manipulation of rhythmic values
and time in order to achieve a particular affect. This interpolation of melodic descent and
temporal compression lends a particularly human quality to this passage, reflecting the
temporal distortion experienced during moments of psychological trauma or stress.
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Figure 4.12: Durational layering in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 106-109

F. Polyphonic or Canonic Techniques
Measure 11 features canonic interplay of P3 and I8 (Figure 4.13). P3 begins in the
violins, oboe, and bassoon in melodic inversion (ascending instead of descending
intervals). Both the I8 and P3 rows are completed through the statement of their second
hexachords in the orchestra in upcoming measures: I8 in the first trumpet, horn, and first
violin, and P3 in the xylophone, second trumpet, second violin, and saxophone. Here the
two rows are integrated due to their shared final two tones (D and A, pitch classes 2 and
9). These two pitch classes, especially when considered alongside the recent choral pedal
F (pitch class 5) set up another tonal reference (D minor).

Figure 4.13: Canonic interplay of I8 and P3 in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 11-14
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Beginning in measure 26, the choral writing becomes predominantly a cappella,
with canonic imitation of complete rows in the different voices (Figure 4.14). Since much
of this movement is conveyed through discrete hexachords or through cross-partitioning
strategies, Dallapiccola’s use of complete rows in imitative fashion to convey the text
omnipotens non ejus (The Almighty is His name) is hermeneutically significant. When
we recall the association of polyphony and the simultaneous statement of complete rows
with the immortal, the symbolic connection to the divine is apparent.

Figure 4.14: Canonic imitation of rows in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 26-31

G. Juxtaposed Textures
The combination of different textures in measures 22-23 suggests simultaneity
(Figure 4.15). The straightforward rhythm of the horns and saxophones juxtaposed with
the floating rhythm of the choral pedal suggests the interrelation of clock and inner time.
Meanwhile, the strings, oboe, English horn, and clarinets present discrete hexachords in
the melodic+harmonic profile introduced in the beginning of the movement.
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Figure 4.15: Juxtaposed textures in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 22-24

The trombones present 43 cross-partitions of P6 on dotted half notes in measures
153-154 (Figure 4.16). Overlapping with this texture is the onset of orchestral rows I6
and P11. The presentation of these rows at different durational levels suggests mixed
temporalities.

Figure 4.16: Rows at different durational levels in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 153-155
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H. Discrete Row Segments
Measures 115-120 feature discrete trichords that are varied in presentation (Figure
4.17). The row segments are presented homophonically—sometimes interlocking—as
well as melodically, and different note values suggest distinct temporal levels. These
varied presentations also remind us of Dallapiccola’s interest in arrangement, assonances,
and polarity.

Figure 4.17: Discrete row segments in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 115-120

Measures 121-123 consist of the juxtaposition of row segments A, B, and D
(Figure 4.18). The use of 037 presents a Bb major triad in the flute, oboe, and clarinets.
Meanwhile, the strings present 015, followed by an Eb minor 037 in the lower strings and
saxophones, overlapping with an 026 in the violins and winds. These sets are arranged in
a manner reminiscent of stream-of-consciousness or direct interior monologue, given ties
over the barline and varied rhythmic presentations.
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Figure 4.18: Discrete row segments in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 121-123

I. Elision
The song begins with the first hexachord of P4 stated in the saxophones, English
horn, and lower strings (Figure 4.19). The sixth member of the hexachord is elided with
the first pitch class of I11, whose first hexachord is presented in the violins, flute,
clarinets, and bassoon. Given the relationship between the two row forms as
combinatorial pairs, the statement of both hexachords leads to an aggregate. While the
momentary, enharmonic minor third (augmented second) from Ab to B could be viewed
as an instance of foreground linearity, I view this use of elision as an instance of streamof-consciousness given the use of imitation and combinatorial row pairs.

Figure 4.19: Elision of row hexachords in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 1-3
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In measure 31, the second hexachord of I4 overlaps with the second hexachord of
P8, the final two members of the second hexachord of I4 (5 and T) are elided with and
integrated into the next cross-partitional statement in measure 32 (Figure 4.20). While
elision can serve as both a linear and nonlinear characteristic depending on context (the
overlap of complete, linear row statements can have linear implications), I view the
elision in Figure 4.20 as a clear instance of nonlinearity given the use of cross-partitions.

Figure 4.20: Elision of hexachordal cross-partitions in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 31-32

Measure 98 (beginning with the pickup notes in the strings) is heavily centered
around the 01 dyad set as tremolos in the strings and woodwinds (see Figure 4.21).
Meanwhile, the choir states overlapping 01 and 015 sets; for instance, the soprano states
the dyad 01 (pitch classes 4 and 5) in measure 97, followed by a pickup to measure 98 on
pitch class 7 (G) that leads to an 015 (pitch classes 7, 8, 0) in measure 99. This set is
immediately followed by pitch class 11 (B) in the same voice, which not only sets up an
01 dyad (0, 11) in the soprano, but also interacts with the simultaneous statement of an 01
dyad in the alto (4, 3) to create another 015 set. Similarly, the tenor begins with a wide
015 set in measure 98 (1, 0, 8), followed by a pickup to measure 99 on pitch class 9 (A).
While this creates an 01 dyad with the preceding pitch class (8, 9), it also anticipates the
015 begun by the tenor in measure 99 (9, T) with the final note of the set provided by the
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bass (2). Aside from these elided sets are straightforward presentations of 015+01 or
01+015 (0145) sets, in measures 98-99.
While it would be simple to account for these simply as tetrachordal sets, their
registral and metrical placement suggest their coexistence as distinct sets—in the alto as
015+01, (2, 3, 7 followed by a leap up to 6), and in the bass as 01+015 (T, E followed by
6, 5, 1). The bass 015 set is immediately followed by a leap down to pitch class 2 (as
previously described, in connection with the tenor 015 in measure 99), creating an
additional 01 relationship (1, 2). This use of elision in connection with the interaction of
sets suggests simultaneity, and thus nonlinearity.

Figure 4.21: Elision of sets in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 97-99
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J. BACH Motive
A measure of silence (163) calls attention to two consecutive half-note
hexachordal cross-partitions in the following measures, in the choir and orchestra (I11
and P8) on the words nomen ejus (see Figure 4.22). Embedded within these crosspartitions is the BACH motive; as witnessed in the choir, the soprano and alto present
repeated F# half notes throughout each cross-partition, while beneath, the tenor and bass
present B-C and A-Bb (pitch classes E, 0, 9, T) or the BACH motive on its original pitch
classes and in retrograde. Following this presentation is another measure of silence. Then,
in measures 167-168, embedded in hexachordal cross-partitions of P6 and P8
respectively, a similar pattern emerges: beneath a repeated F# in the soprano and alto, this
time with increased rhythmic values, the tenor and bass present Bb-A and C-B (pitch
classes T, 9, 0, E) or the prime arrangement of the BACH motive, still on its original
pitch classes. Additionally, we can witness BACH references transposed to other pitch
classes elsewhere in the movement, as in measures 100-101 (see Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.22: BACH motive in Canti di Liberazione, mm. 164-165 and 167-168
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K. (-4,+2) Root Motion
In measures 91-92, the orchestra presents four discrete, vertical 037 sets (see
Figure 4.23). These four triadic sets are juxtaposed with both the end of I1 (final pitch
class, 7 [G]) in the tenor and bass, and the introduction of four choral A segments (015)
in canonic imitation involving rhythmic augmentation and melodic inversion. They
collectively form a derived aggregate. In connection with these A segments are the words
in mare (in the sea); the overlap, rise and fall of the sets suggests the undulating waves.
In addition, the progression of four triadic sets suggests Pharaoh’s chariots sinking into
the depths through a (-4,+2) root sequence: B Major-G minor-A Major-F minor.
Furthermore, the move away from the B Major sonority—again, a symbol for salvation—
down to F, the original pitch class (5) on which the choral pedal began Dominus in the
first bars of the song, we are both descending into the depths of the Red Sea and returning
to the focus on the divine with which we began. We are reminded of the importance of
each of these root pitches as points of polarity: B, G, and F as choral pedal notes at
different points in the song. In addition, the A sonority recurs throughout the movement,
either as a triadic reference or as a member of the BACH motive.
In another instance, triadic stacks in the brass (037) are juxtaposed with 015 and
01 sets in the choir, beginning with the pickup to measure 99. Similar to measure 91, four
037 stacks are presented with (-4,+2) root motion (C# major [enharmonic]-A minor-B
major (enharmonic)-G minor). The culmination on G again reinforces its polarity. These
two instances of (-4,+2) motion are shown together in Figure 4.23. Presenting these two
moments side by side reveals their similarities.
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Figure 4.23: (-4,+2) root motion in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 91-92 and 98-99

In measure 109 (see Figure 4.24), the choir presents 037 sets in homophonic
stacks that suggest the progression of F major to C# minor (Db stated enharmonically).
All the voices exhibit 01 melodic intervals from one stack to the next. As 01 material
continues in the orchestra, the choir states two additional 037 stacks. This time, only the
outer voices (soprano and bass) exhibit 01 melodic motion. Harmonically, these stacks
suggest Eb major moving to B minor, and we can again ascertain (-4,+2) root motion.
Immediately after, an additional four 037 trichords exhibit (-4,+2) motion. As mentioned
previously, this (-4, +2) motion can also be expressed in Neo-Riemannian terms through
H relations (LPL).
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Figure 4.24: (-4,+2) root motion in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 109-111

L. Polarity
Dallapiccola’s use of choral pedals, tonal allusions such as triadic sets or thirds,
and repeated pitch classes, results in a unique topography of pitch regions throughout the
movement. The movement begins with polarity of F (pitch class 5), largely due to the
presence of the first choral pedal, as well as tonal references that suggest its minor
dominant and supertonic.
In measure 16 (see Figure 4.25), in the midst of a passage dominated by the
imitative statement of rows split into their constituent hexachords, the second hexachord
of P1 is begun melodically in the tenor and bassoon but the final three pitch classes (3, 0,
7/Eb, C, G) are presented in the soprano in a distinct context. Moreover, in measure 18,
pitch class seven (G) is presented homophonically atop two (repeated) six-note stacks
that convey the first hexachord of P9. There is even more to this elision. The end of the
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P1 stack, in the form of the melodic C-minor (037) in the soprano, is elided with a P9
stack in the choir composed of only two pitch classes (7 and 2/G and D). Obviously the
integration of these two components references C minor and its dominant (or the
supertonic of F). In addition to this tonal reference, the first P9 stack is arranged in such a
way that several individual voices move in semitones to the pitch classes of its
complement in the next measure (m. 19). These 01 references are significant given the
centricity of the dyad in the work.

Figure 4.25: Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 16-21

The polarity of both G and Eb (pitch classes 7 and 3) continues for some time,
through the use of an Eb choral pedal (measures 19-24) in addition to more nuanced
details. The oboe line above hexachordal stacks from RI4 in measure 25 is a high G
leaping down to an Eb (see Figure 4.26), while the choir again presents an implied G
chord (missing the third) through G and D (pitch classes 7 and 2). Again we see how
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Dallapiccola’s musical strategies have deep connections to the text (nomen ejus/His
name), setting the stage for the hermeneutically significant complete linear row
statements that follow. Another cross-partition occurs in the following measure, with
hexachordal partitions of P11 in the orchestra. Embedded in this cross-partition is an Eb
sonority in the choir; underneath a repeated high G in the soprano and oboe—carried over
from the previous measure’s harmony—the bass and tenor move up a half step from pitch
class 2 (D) to pitch class 3 (Eb), illustrating again the importance of the 01 dyad as a
structural unifier.

Figure 4.26: Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 25-26

The passage from measures 19-26 also reveals the structural significance of row
segment A, as the soprano Ab (Figure 4.25) forms an 015 trichord with G and Eb.
Additionally, given the prevalence of pitch class 2 (D) throughout this section, we can
identify an 0156 symmetrical tetrachord formed by pitch classes 2, 3, 7, and 8. This
tetrachordal reference reinforces Dallapiccola’s focus on symmetry and arrangement,
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while further demonstrating the significance of the 01 dyad (two perfect fourths separated
by a semitone). It also illustrates Dallapiccola’s frequent use of vaguely tonal sonorities
juxtaposed with a “disturbing” tone (in this case, an Eb7 chord with an added Ab).
Yet another instance of the polarity of pitch class 3 is found in measure 32, where
the choral nomen is set on pitch class 3—another instance of its polarity—this time
spelled as D# (Figure 4.27). Moreover, in measure 33 this instance of pitch class 3 is
followed by a single large hexachordal stack (second hexachord of I3) in the orchestra.
This is followed by the first hexachord of P10, also stated harmonically. At the same
time, the tenor begins P4 on the downbeat of the measure, setting up another structural 01
with the embedded juxtaposition of pitch classes 3 and 4 (Eb and E).

Figure 4.27: Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 32-33

Measures 38-60 demonstrate several instances of polarity (see Figure 4.28). The
centricity of F (and its dominant, C) returns in measure 38, with hexachords from P0 and
I0 presented in succession in different voices. This is followed by hexachords from P5
and I5 in measures 41-44, and the second hexachord of I0 in measures 41-42. The
hexachordal arrangement is broken in measure 42, when the final member of the I0 row
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(pitch class 6) is stated four times in a shrieking repetition on a high Gb. This is another
instance of a structural 01 dyad: the Gb and the persistent F sonority that surrounds it.
The polarity of 0 and 5 is further bolstered by hexachords from I0 and P5 in
measures 44-46. As with the end of I0, the final member of P6 (pitch class 0 or C) is
repeated, this time expressed in six quarter notes that reiterate the centricity of C. At the
same time, we hear a choral pedal E (pitch class 4), which interacts with C in its
dominant function of F (and is itself the leading tone of F). In measure 46, P5 begins
anew with a timpani ostinato based on the repeated 01 F, F# dyad (pitch classes 5 and 6).
This timpani ostinato, which continues through measure 52, reinforces the structural
importance of the 01 dyad within the scope of F centricity. In the midst of this ostinato of
repeated sevenths are two repeated quarter note F’s; these are shifted metrically
throughout the ostinato, from the final beat to the downbeat to the middle, and finally at
the end.
The remaining ten pitches of P5 are stated in the orchestra harmonically, as two
dyad stacks followed by two trichordal stacks. The 01 dyad in the timpani briefly takes
the spotlight as the held notes of the final trichordal partition die away; even more briefly,
the quarter rest at the end of measure 50 coincides with the occurrence of the repeated F
in the timpani ostinato—which has finally reached the end of the measure—and leaves
the F fully visible and audible, just for a moment. The repeated F quarter notes remain at
the end of the bar in the next and final measure of the timpani ostinato. Coinciding with
this final ostinato bar is an irregular cross-partition of I5, consisting of three dyad stacks
containing the fourth, sixth, seventh, ninth, tenth, and twelfth members of the row. This
“progression” gives the impression of A Major, G# (missing third), and B Major. Recall
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the significance of B Major as a chord of epiphany or salvation. In addition, this sonority
serves as a pivot to the next pitch class focus: unsurprisingly, pitch class 11 (B).
The new centricity of pitch class 11 is reinforced through an orchestral 34 crosspartition of P11 in measure 53. In addition, the choral pedal returns on pitch class 11 in
the tenor and bass (measures 57-61) on the word Dominus. The orchestral cross-partition
of the second hexachord of I3 (measures 57-58), which begins on pitch class 0 (C), sets
up a structural dyadic reference through its association to the choral pedal B. In measure
58, the second hexachord of I6 is begun in the saxophones and strings (32). The pitches of
the first dyad stack are B and D# (pitch classes 11 and 3), which bear obvious
connections to the “harmony” of the choral pedal. By invoking B major, we have another
association of the divine—dominus—with this triumphant sonority.
In measure 59, pitch class 11 is further interwoven into the fabric of the
hexachordal arrangements, as the second hexachords of P11, P8, and I2 are stated
simultaneously in dyadic cross-partitions. The connection between P11 and the pedal is
clear, even though it is the second hexachord in question; namely, the first dyad includes
pitch classes 6 and 2 (F# and D) which, related to the choir, convey a B minor sonority.
In the case of the second hexachords from P8 and I2, both contain pitch class eleven (B)
in the first dyad, further supporting the polarity of B. In measure 60, the use of the first
hexachord of P7 (and later R4, both rows containing pitch class eleven in the final dyads
of their initial hexachords) illustrates continuing polarity. Measure 60 also contains the
P7 second hexachord, elided with the P11 hexachord from the previous measure via their
shared pitch class 10 (Bb). This is yet another instance of a dyadic 01 reference on a
structural level.
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Figure 4.28: Polarity in Canti di Liberazione II, mm. 38-60

As I have shown, the second movement is characterized by choral pedal notes,
floating rhythm, structural dyads, metrical cells, (-4,+2) root motion, polarity, elision, the
BACH motive, discrete row segments, juxtaposed textures, polyphonic or canonic
techniques, and durational layering. These elements are vital components of the
temporality of the movement, both individually and in how they interact with one
another. In the following chapter, I will outline Dallapiccola’s strategies in the third
movement.
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS OF CANTI DI LIBERAZIONE, III

I. FORM AND OVERVIEW
The third movement is built around five lines from the Confessions of St.
Augustine, each corresponding to one of the five senses. The excerpts from the
Confessions of St. Augustine are “five propositions (actually we say five verses): each of
these treats one of the five senses and the relationship of the Saint to God.”1 Merrill
explains how Dallapiccola’s musical setting—five sections, one for each line of text—
remains true to the poem, which is structured in five parts (one corresponding to each
sense).2 Merrill locates each section as it corresponds to its respective sense. Table 5.1 is
based on these observations.

Table 5.1: Sections and senses in Canti di Liberazione, III
Section/
Measures
I. 1-38
II. 39-90

Text
Vocasti, et clamasti,
et rupisti surditatem meam.
Corucasti, splenduisti,
et fugasti caecitatem meam.

III. 91-110

Fragrasti,
et duxi spiritum,
et anhelo Tibi.
IV. 111-28 Gustavi, et esurio, et sitio.
V. 129-54

1
2

Tetigisti me,
et exarsi in pacem Tuam.

Translation
You called and cried out
and broke open my deafness
You were resplendent and
shone forth
and put my blindness to flight
You breathed forth fragrance,
and I drew breath
and now I pant for you.
I tasted, and now I hunger and
thirst.
You touched me,
and I am on fire for your peace.

Sense
Sound
Sight

Smell
Taste
Touch

Shackelford 1981, 423-424.
Merrill 1995, 78.
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As I observed in Chapter 2, Dallapiccola seems to have associated Saint
Augustine with the wanderer figure. This is intriguing when we recall the other two texts
in the work: Biblical Exodus, and Sebastiano Castellio’s letter. All three movements
present three different narratives of exile, moving from the solitary letter to the collective
leaving Egypt, and finally reaching a culmination with the Augustinian longing for
transcendence. As we will see, both transcendence and loss converge in the musical
narrative of Liberazione.

II. ANALYSIS

A. Intertextual References
Measure 32 is a significant, marked moment. While it is governed by orchestral
hexachordal (62) cross-partitions (first and second hexachords of P11 immediately
followed by the first hexachord of I8), it is, more importantly, a conspicuous iteration of
the fratello motive from Il Prigioniero (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Formed of a descending
minor second followed by a minor third, the fratello motive—previously associated with
treachery—is transvalued within the context of the purely orchestral (i.e. voiceless) and
the serialist idiom. This intertextual connection is profound and poignant, especially as it
immediately follows the words vocasti, clamasti (called, cried).
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Figure 5.1: “Fratello” motive in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 30-34

The intertextuality of this excerpt illustrates how Dallapiccola associated the idea
of crying out with the Prisoner’s plight; at the same time, the fratello motive, once
treacherous, is now associated with the plight of humanity, stated without words, in a
collective swath of dodecaphonic sound. Dallapiccola’s use of cross-partitions bolsters
the fratello motive’s dramatic power. Its prominent placement at the midpoint of a
palindrome as well as its cross-partitional expression have profound implications on
temporality. Time has vertical and nonlinear connotations in this passage, due to both the
intertextual reference itself, and how it is conveyed.
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Figure 5.2: Fratello motive in Il Prigioniero, mm. 198-200

In measure 129 the choir exhibits durational layering on the words Tetigisti me
(You touched me), which are set parlando and mormorando (Figure 5.3). This moment
has an intertextual connection; the orchestra presents the P4 row from Canti di Prigionia,
with which Dallapiccola harmonized the Dies Irae in the earlier work.

Figure 5.3: Use of Canti di Prigionia row in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 129-130

The choral cross-partitions in measures 142-146 have intriguing poetic,
intertextual, and musical qualities (see Figure 5.4). 34 partitions of R1 and R10 are
written so that their musical and syllabic content do not exactly align; the partitions of R1
convey exsarsi in, while the following R10 sets pacem exsarsi. The musical phrasing and
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syllabification conveys groups of threes, while the hexachordal partitioning structure is
built around groupings of four. After the end of R10, the choir begins 43 cross-partitions
of R0. Again, the syllabic/poetic and musical structure diverge. The end of R0 (third
tetrachordal stack) is elided with the first tetrachordal stack of I1 (43). The final stack of
the trisyllabic in pacem is thus interpreted as a member of both R0 and I1; meanwhile,
the culminating bisyllabic tuam is given an additional syllable by association, giving each
grouping three syllables and affording each a level of symmetry they would not otherwise
have. The implications of the number three in terms of its divine connotations is clear.
But this passage has even further significance given its intertextual connection to
Il Prigioniero. The fratello motive is present in the cross-partitional grouping and also
extends across these partitional lines. For instance, in the R1 partition, the soprano has a
melodically inverted version of the motive. The fourth of the R1 trichords and the
beginning of the R10 cross-partitions mark another inverted and retrograde form of the
motive, presented as a descending major sixth followed by an ascending minor second. In
addition, the tenor presents the motive in its original form amidst the R10 partitions.
Fratello is also present in the orchestra in measure 146, coinciding with the end of the I1
cross-partitions in the choir. The orchestra presents three hexachordal stacks—another
three grouping!—consisting of the first and second hexachords of P0, followed by the
second hexachord of R2. Embedded in these three stacks is the fratello motive in the horn
(descending minor second followed by descending minor third). The semitone
component of the fratello motive (012) can also be isolated in this passage.
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Figure 5.4: Fratello motive in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 142-146

Unsurprisingly, this movement also borrows from Quaderno. The canonic
statement of P11 in the flute and vibraphone in measures 139-143 is directly derived from
the Contrapunctus Primus (No. 3) of the Quaderno (see Figures 5.5 and 5.6). This
intertextual connection of peace with the third and central movement of the piano work is
striking.

Figure 5.5: Quaderno Musicale di Annalibera: Contrapunctus Primus, mm. 1-4
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Figure 5.6: Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 138-143

B. Floating Rhythm
Several moments in the third movement convey Dallapiccola’s floating rhythm, in
which different parts appear to operate at different temporal levels. In the following
excerpt, for instance (Figure 5.7), we can see how this floating is achieved through the
avoidance of the barline and syncopations in the orchestra, and durational layering in the
choir. In addition, the use of parlando on the words Vocasti, et clamasti (You called and
cried) seems like a paradoxical choice. While it amplifies the subjective, inner time
suggested by the floating rhythm, it also interiorizes the concept of God breaking through
an individual’s metaphorical deafness. The power of God is presented not as almighty in
its own right, awe-inspiring and resounding, but as something viewed through the eyes of
the weary human longing for liberation. The divine epiphany is presented as something
quite personal, despite being presented by the choral plurality. At the same time,
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relegation of this interaction with God to inner, subjective time affords universality to St.
Augustine’s text.

Figure 5.7: Floating Rhythm in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 1-6

C. Compression Figures
P8 is presented in the harps, vibraphone, woodwind, and trumpet in measures 710, involving tremolandi in the clarinet that expand upon the 01 dyadic components of
the set. Discrete 01 sets are also set forth in the harps in measures 9-11. Beneath the final
tones of the row, one of the most evocative instances of choral writing appears: on the
word vocasti (called), a compression figure begins, comprised of 01 dyads appearing
from lowest to highest voice in rapidly diminishing note values (see Figure 5.8). This
poignant moment, marked senza il minimo crescendo—creates its own crescendo
drammatico, and comprises a derived aggregate. The construction of this compression
figure also divides the aggregate into one 0167 tetrachord in the bass and tenor, and two
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distinct 0145 statements in the alto and soprano. The symmetry of these tetramirrors
suggests another element of nonlinearity.
Above measure 9, perhaps hinting at the expressive power of the moment,
Dallapiccola wrote the word valori in his autograph score (though he may also have been
referring to the note values here, or exploiting the dual meaning of the word!). Fittingly,
the highest dyad of this gesture consists of pitch classes 5 and 6 in the choir (F and F#),
which are structural pitch centers for the work as a whole (one might even argue that the
lowest dyad of the gesture, pitch classes 1 and 2 or C# and D, serves in a sort of dominant
relationship between C# relating to the F#). Adding to the hermeneutic weight of this
moment is its connection to measures 6-9 of movement I, which consists of discrete,
durationally layered 01 intervals. Dallapiccola constructed the compression figure in the
third movement in such a way as to suggest a development of this earlier gesture in the
first movement.3

Figure 5.8: Compression figure in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 9-12
3

Dallapiccola 2000, 16.
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Pitches return to the choir in measure 18, in which tiered entrances—highest to
lowest—of descending 01 intervals bearing diminishing durational values represent a
compression figure that mirrors the vocasti figure that came before (Figure 5.9). Again,
with the durational layering there is a derived aggregate. And again, pitch class 6 (F#) is
visible, part of the lowest and final choral dyad in the gesture (6, 7) and also present as a
timpani roll that accompanies the compression figure in measures 20-21. Significantly,
the timpani pitch shifts to pitch class 1 (C#) in measure 22, suggesting again a pseudodominant relationship. Moreover, the following presentation of a complete aggregate in
the strings in measure 21-22 features pitch class 6 (F#) in the lowest voice (contrabass).
Additionally, the suggested vertical harmony of this passage is significant. The
sonority on the downbeat of measure 18 is a minor seventh chord (0358)—one of the
row’s constituent tetrachords—that has been embellished in the preceding measures
through the 01 dyadic pattern. Another semitone relationship is suggested through the
juxtaposition of the C minor seventh sonority and the timpani’s shift from an F# to a C#
pedal on the downbeat of the following measure.

Figure 5.9: Compression figure in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 18-21
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D. Derived Aggregates
Dallapiccola makes frequent use of derived aggregates, often through the
arrangement of discrete 01 dyads, as shown in previous examples such as Figure 5.8. In
the following passage, for instance (Figure 5.10), we can observe an aggregate in the
orchestra that results from ten tremolandi dyads and two sustained pitch classes.
Immediately after, we see another derived aggregate formed of 01 dyads in the orchestra,
this time composed of a melodic compression figure. Another aggregate is presented in
the orchestra in measures 21-23, formed from non-matrix hexachords that incorporate 01
dyad material (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.10: Derived aggregates in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 13-18
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Figure 5.11: Derived aggregates in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 21-23

In measures 34-37, discrete dyads from I9 and P2 are presented in the choir (in six
parts, divisi soprano and alto) in an undulating melodic pattern (Figure 5.12). This results
in an aggregate formed by the first hexachords of each row. This excerpt is part of the
larger palindromic passage from measures 27-38 (see Figure 5.26). The framing of this
palindrome with the 01 dyad is another instance of its structural significance. In addition,
the oscillating dyadic pattern reinforces the nonlinearity of the mirror section.

Figure 5.12: Aggregate in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 34-38
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Another derived aggregate is presented in measures 44-46 on the word coruscasti,
with 015 in the choir and 026 in the orchestra (Figure 5.13). The imitative presentation of
the sets reinforces the ideas of arrangement, assonance, and polarity.

Figure 5.13: Derived aggregates in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 44-46

In measures 49-55, the choir performs discrete trichords that form two derived
aggregates (Figure 5.14). In addition to two 015 (A) segments and four C segments (026),
there are two 024 sets. The end of one aggregate (coruscasti) and the beginning of
another (splenduisti) overlap, another instance of music and text occupying different
temporal planes. The orchestra also has a trichordal texture, presenting two consecutive
derived aggregates formed of 026 and 015 trichords. In terms of arrangement, we can see
how the orchestral 026’s line up with the 015’s in the choir, and vice versa, providing a
level of symmetry.
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Figure 5.14: Derived aggregates in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 49-55

Segment A (015) governs the orchestral and choral material from measures 134138 (Figure 5.15). The choir presents a derived aggregate through statements of discrete
A segments on the word exsarsi (I am on fire). In measure 139, the focus shifts to the 01
segment. The choir presents six discrete dyads on the words in pacem (for peace)
resulting in a derived aggregate. The 01 segment is presented in canonic imitation, as
ascending or descending minor seconds (or ninths), or descending major sevenths.

Figure 5.15: Derived aggregates in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 134-141
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E. Durational Layering
In the third measure—set against ppp tremolandi 01 dyads and other pitch classes
from P2—the choir enters, one voice at a time, parlando, in diverse three-note groupings
presented at different durational levels (Figure 5.16). These distinct groupings in different
rhythmic values contribute to the eerie, temporally ambiguous opening of the movement.

Figure 5.16: Durational layering in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 3-6

Similarly, in measures 13-16, set against a backdrop of sustained pitch classes 2
and 7 (suggesting G centricity) and the 01 dyad, tremolandi, the choir uses durational
layering on the parlando words et clamasti (see figure 5.10). Similarly, durationallylayered pitch class 2 (D) is set in the choir in measures 41-42 (Figure 5.17). The use of
pitch class 2 also sets up another structural 01 relationship (2, 3) with the row I3, which is
being stated canonically in the orchestra at the same time.
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Figure 5.17: Durational layering in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 41-42

This passage is reprised in the pickup to measure 56 (Figure 5.18), where the
choir presents pitch class 5 (F) as the voices enter one by one (bass-tenor-alto) on the
words et fugasti (and chased). This choral unison—along with the floating rhythm of the
passage—suggests nonlinearity.

Figure 5.18: Durational layering in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 55-59

F. Canonic Writing
If we recall Dallapiccola’s observation that polyphony and canon is immortal or
timeless (compared to the time-bound quality of fugue), it becomes clear that the canonic
passages in Liberazione are another facet of its temporality. As Figure 5.19 illustrates,
measure 41 is densely packed with canonic row statements of I3 in the orchestra.
Similarly, in measures 64-70 canonic row statements (P6 and I3) are set in the orchestra,
with canonic hexachords (I0 and P5) in the choir (Figure 5.20).
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Figure 5.19: Canonic orchestral row statements in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 41-42

Figure 5.20: Canonic row statements in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 64-70

G. Complex Integration of Rows in Different Voices
In measures 91-98, the choral writing involves complex interweaving of several
distinct rows (Figure 5.21). The Soprano I and Alto I state P9 and P11 simultaneously,
resulting in parallel minor seventh harmonies in the voices from measures 91-97. P9 is
briefly shared with the Soprano II in measure 94 (for pitch class 4). In measure 91 the
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tenors and basses begin I4 and I6 respectively, and components of these rows are passed
conversationally between the different vocal parts.

Figure 5.21: Row integration in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 91-97

Divisi violas introduce P11 in the pickup to measure 110, in the form of 26 dyadic
cross-partitions (see Figure 5.22). Note that pitch class 11 is thus elided with end of R11
from the previous palindromic passage in the Alto I. It is significant that the harmonic
statements are also interwoven with the expression of triadic (037) sets. First, at the end
of measure 110, pitch classes 9, 6, and 2 (row members 5, 7, and 8) present a fleeting D
major sonority. Then, in measure 111, while the final four tones of the row (8, 5, 1, T) are
presented dyadically, they are integrated into melodic 037’s; viewed harmonically, one
additional tone adds an extra dyad that begins row R6 (elision is achieved through pitch
class 5). Pitch classes 8, 1 and T, 5 are heard as parallel fifths harmonically, while the
addition of pitch class 0 and the restatement of pitch class 5 adds an additional fifth.
Significantly, this measure reinforces the polarity of both Bb minor and F minor; the two
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melodic 037’s express these individual triads, while the culminating vertical sonority of
this trichordal gesture is the fifth on pitch classes 5 and 0 (F and C). In addition, the harp
presents pitch classes 5 and 8 (F and Ab) on the second beat of the measure, anticipating
the F sonority. From the pickup to measure 110, the gustavi passage is based on the
seventh piece of Quaderno; Dallapiccola notes that the orchestra should be considered
the principle voice in this passage.4
But destabilizing the minor quality of the F sonority is the onset of I9 in the bass,
at the pickup to measure 112. For a brief moment, we have an almost bitonal emphasis on
both the major and minor modes of F. I9 is expressed in trichordal segments passed from
the Bass to the Alto, Tenor, with the final trichord presented in the Bass and Tenor in
measures 116-117 (two tones in the bass and one in the alto). As I9 is passed between the
voices, R6 is similarly moved around in the instrumental forces, in both harmonic and
melodic contexts (two clarinet dyads followed by six dyads in the first violins, expressed
as simultaneous melodic trichords ending in measure 113). Shortly before the end of R6,
the Soprano begins P6 melodically; after the initial trichord, the B segment is stated by
the Tenor, followed by the Segment C in the tenor in measures 116-117. Here, pitch class
3 is shared by both P6 and I9 and the two rows briefly merge. The final trichord of P6—
an 037 consisting of 8, 5, 0—is begun in the Alto at the end of measure 117. This trichord
is drawn out, presented across three different measures, further underlining the
importance of the F minor sonority. Note the elision of P6 and R6.

4

Dallapiccola 2000, 18.
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Figure 5.22: Row integration in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 109-119

H. Elision
Elision is noticeable in measures 34-41 (Figure 5.23). The oscillating dyadic
pattern in the choir in measures 34-37 is elided with the material that follows it, creating
additional dyadic references. The final tones of the choral gesture (pitch class 1, C# in the
alto and the dyad 8, 9 or G#, A in the tenor) can both be connected with what comes next.
Pitch class 1 is echoed in the bass clarinet, horn, and bassoon in measures 36-39, and is
elided with the onset of I2 (first hexachord) in the trombone (measure 39). This overlap
results in another dyadic reference (pitch classes 1 and 2).
Similarly, P8 begins in the strings and woodwinds in the second half of measure
39, relating both to the dyad in the tenor (first two pitch classes of I9) and suggesting a
semitone relationship between the two rows. P8 is stated imitatively in the distinct
orchestral voices and is completed in measure 40. Though the row is articulated through
these diverse canonic layers, the effect is a more condensed and intense presentation
given the concentration of these row statements into only a measure and a half.
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Meanwhile in measure 40, elided with the final tone of the I2 first hexachord (sixth row
member) in the trombone, the trumpet states the first hexachord of P7; these two
hexachords form an aggregate.

Figure 5.23: Elision in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 34-41

We can also observe elision through cross-partitions. For instance, in measure 75
(Figure 5.24), P0 is vertically elided with P9. Pitch classes 9 and 2 (A and D) from the
third tetrachordal stack of P0 (in the tenor and bass) are also present in the first trichord
of P9 (first and third row members).
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Figure 5.24: Elision in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 75-77

Elided with the end of RI4 in measure 121 in the orchestra is the onset of I4
(Figure 5.25). The end of P6 is elided with the onset of R11, again pointing to the polarity
of pitch class 5. The end of R11 is then elided with the beginning of P11.

Figure 5.25: Elision in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 120-126

I. Proportions and Palindromes
As mentioned previously, the passage from measure 27-38 is palindromic in
nature, with a fratello reference at the midpoint of the mirror (Figure 5.26). With
Dallapiccola’s attention to structure and puzzles, it is clear that the placement of this
reference is no coincidence, and has great hermeneutic significance.
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Figure 5.26: Palindromic structure of Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 27-38

The palindromic nature of measures 91-109 (Figure 5.27) is illustrative of the
text: Fragrasti et duxi spiritum, et anhelo Tibi (You breathed forth fragrance, and I drew
breath and now I pant for you). The act of breathing, so central to human survival, here is
structurally central to the movement; as the third line of text (of five) it is the midpoint.
With Dallapiccola’s interest in symmetry, symbolism, and his fondness for texts, it is
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significant that this palindrome occurs not at the structural midpoint of the movement, but
at the midpoint of the verses. The line itself suggests the opposition of Being and
Becoming, as well as the aspiration of humankind for transcendence to the Divine. The
integration of nonlinearity here—through symmetry—helps bolster the idea of reaching a
spiritual transcendence.
Beginning in measure 91, four row forms (P9, P11, I4, and I6) are stated
simultaneously in the choir, becoming increasingly interwoven between the voices as the
passage progresses. The polarity of Bb (reinforced in the Bb or pitch class 10 trichords in
measure 96) is bolstered through the repetition of pitch class 10 through the linear
statement of P10 in the Alto II in measures 97-103. The rows converge in measure 100
(pitch classes 7, 5, 1, 2, and 8). Significantly, measure 100 is also the site of palindromic
cross-partitions in the strings (P0). This homophonic gesture incorporates the fratello
motive, which is most conspicuous in the viola.
The orchestra also reinforces the polarity of pitch class 10 alongside the choir in
measures 97-104, by presenting two rows at different durational levels, and featuring row
segments split between different instruments. Pitch class 10 is also featured as a member
of P3 in measure 99, and a member of I5 in measure 100; both instances are recognizable
given the sparse surrounding texture, and the melodic inversion (ascending step versus
descending step) of their presentation.
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Figure 5.27: Palindromic structure of Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 91-109

J. Structural and Symbolic Dyads
Aside from its melodic prominence, 01 dyads are present amidst hexachordal
cross-partitions and in connection to the BACH motive. For instance, in measures 59 and
60 (Figure 5.28), hexachordal cross-partitions of P4 and I2 respectively are presented via
melodic 01 dyads. These dyads are expressed tremolandi in the trombone, horn, and
saxophone. In addition, an embedded BACH motive is found within measure 60.

Figure 5.28: Dyads in Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 59-60
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The structural significance of the 01 dyad is also evident in the movement’s
conclusion (Figure 5.29). The ends of P3 and I11 in the final measures of the movement
reinforce, for one last time, the centricity of the F sonority. It is important to note that the
pitch content of these two final trichords results in F major, rather than the familiar minor
mode, perhaps suggesting we have reached some level of imagined or real transcendence.
Moreover, the choir presents a series of C segments, finally coinciding with the trichordal
ends of P11 and P3 in the form of an F7 sonority (pitch classes 5, 3, 9). The juxtaposition
of this 026 with the culminating trichords (P3 pitch classes 5, 2, 9 or D minor and I11
pitch classes 9, 0, 5 or F major) is hermeneutically significant. While we have reached
some sort of transcendence through the achievement of the major mode, that joy is
mitigated through the inclusion of pitch class 2 which either implies a suspended sixth—
validated by the “first inversion” presentation order of the pitch classes—or the
juxtaposition of F major and D minor.
In addition, when we recall the opening row and centricity of the movement—
P2—the epiphanal salvation of F Major is tainted by the inclusion of how or where the
journey began. The inclusion of pitch class 3 adds a tinge of nostalgia given the brief
polarity of Eb witnessed in the second movement and, more significantly, its
destabilization of the major triad. We cannot rest easy with F Major given the addition of
an active tone that in tonal theory would require resolution down to pitch class 2! But as
we have seen, the addition of pitch class 2 is itself problematic when combined with the
underlying F sonority, so we find ourselves in a sort of aural stalemate. Immediately
following these interwoven sonorities is a homorhythmic expression of Tuam in the
choir, stated parlando, unaccompanied except for the dying strains of the pitch classes 9
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and 3 (A and Eb) and set pppp. The final gesture in the piece is a ppp hit in the tam-tam.
Non-pitched instruments thus end the work, leaving the sonorities immediately relegated
to memory. Nonetheless, I view F Major as a crucial point of attainment at the end of the
work. We can assess the sonority as poignantly blemished transcendence in that we have
descended a half step below the beginning polarity of the Canti (pitch class 6, F#). While
this demonstrates a large scale 01 structure that only strengthens the underlying
hermeneutic weight of the interval, it also further damages the meaningfulness of the
transcendent sonority.

Figure 5.29: Canti di Liberazione III, mm. 147-153
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K. Arrangement of 037 and 025 Sets
The overlapping triadic (037) ends of rows P9, P11, I4, and I6 in measures 96-97,
are integrated into two rhythmic profiles, associated with the Soprano and Alto I, and the
Alto II and Tenor (see Figure 5.27). The Soprano and Alto I simultaneously state Ab and
Bb minor triads respectively, followed about half a measure later by Bb Major (Alto II)
and C Major (Tenor). Since the rows these trichords belong to are passed between several
voices, the voice-leading into these 037’s in the same voices are non-row based, and
intriguing. If we backtrack to measure 95, we can observe how this voice-leading
involves either enharmonic respellings, dominant-tonic associations, or half-step motion.
Table 5.2 summarizes these tonal references.

Table 5.2: Voice leading and harmonic associations with 025 and 037
Mm.
96-97
Row
103105

Soprano I Soprano II
G#7-Abm G7 (to T)

Alto I
A#7-Bbm

Alto II
A7-BbM

P9/R9
I4/RI4
Abm-G#7 G7 (from T)

P11/R11
Bbm-A#7

I6+I4/RI6+RI4
BbM-A7

Tenor
CM
(from S II)
I6/RI6
CM
(to S II)

In other words, leading into the Soprano I Ab minor is an 025 trichord built on G#
(G#7 chordal reference), suggesting an enharmonic respelling. Similarly, the Alto I states
an 025 built on A# (A#7 reference), leading into the Bb minor triad. In contrast, the Alto
II 025 is built on A (A7 reference), which suggests a half-step (01) relationship with the
upcoming BbM trichord in the same voice. While the Soprano II does not state an 037, its
025 trichord in measure 95 built on G (G7 reference) can be associated with the one
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remaining 037 trichord, the C Major triad in the Tenor. We can thus observe how the
splicing of the row between different voices involves very specific voice-leading
strategies that reinforce the relationships between certain pitch classes and intervals.
Because of the palindromic structure of measures 91-109, the arrangement of 025 and
037 sets is repeated in opposite order in measures 103-105.
This chapter discusses several strategic components of the third movement, that
help shape its temporality. These components—intertextual references, floating rhythm,
compression figures, derived aggregates, canonic writing, complex integration of rows in
different voices, elision, proportions and palindromes, structural and symbolic dyads, and
arrangement of 037 and 025 sets—help us to understand Dallapiccola’s temporal
narrative in this movement, as well as in the work as a whole. In the final chapter, I will
discuss my conclusions based on the analysis of each movement, and will explain why
the multiply-directed linear model is the most appropriate classification for Canti di
Liberazione.
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CHAPTER 6:
CONCLUSIONS ON TEMPORALITY IN CANTI DI LIBERAZIONE

Drawing from Kramer’s terminology, I view the overall timescape of Canti di
Liberazione as one of multiply-directed linearity. The work often displays mixed
temporalities, with linearity and nonlinearity operating at different structural levels. For
instance, nonlinear elements in the foreground and middleground such as durational
layering and polarity, do not subvert the background linear motion of F to F# in the
second movement. Similarly, palindromic passages in the third movement suggest
nonlinearity through their temporal reordering, while the linear background goals of the
work as a whole (F#-F, and a background fratello reference) are still achieved. Thus, the
reason I identify the temporality of the work as multiply-directed rather than nondirected
linear lies in the fundamentally goal-oriented nature of the piece. The structural pitch
classes that govern each piece and anchor the work as a whole, belie Kramer’s
nondirected linearity, which involves foreground linearity but no background resolution
of goals. With the frequent juxtaposition of textures—row segments, linear row
statements, cross-partitions, and dyads—the aesthetic of the work resembles montage
technique in which discrete ideas are set simultaneously and obfuscate a linear narrative.
This simultaneity through juxtaposition conveys nonlinearity on foreground and
middleground levels.
At the same time, moments of foreground linearity do emerge, as in the
presentation of row elision through shared pitch classes, stepwise ascent, and triadic or
tonally inflected presentation of sets. As Kramer acknowledges, the division between
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temporalities is not absolute. While I view the overall temporality of the work as
multiply-directed, this timescape does not prevent moments of foreground linearity and
the impression of nondirected linear time. As Kramer asserts, most twentieth-century
work presents more than one temporality, as we see in Liberazione.
The first movement, with its tripartite structure, begins in a manner that suggests
foreground linearity, with the initial linear row statements and elision of rows through
shared pitch classes. But this linearity is soon problematized through the presence of
foreground nonlinear characteristics such as floating rhythm, proportions and durational
layering. In addition, the incorporation of cross-partitions suggests nonlinearity through
their verticality, and the focus on discrete row segments and derived aggregates are
suggestive of Joycean arrangement, which was central to the author’s nonlinear
schematic. On a broader scale, the incorporation of these diverse elements suggests the
juxtaposition and simultaneity that are representative of nonlinear narrative. The
incorporation of rhythmic figures introduced in the initial measures into material
throughout the first movement further suggests a form of stasis, while polyphonic
techniques evoke timelessness on a foreground level. Foreground expansion and
compression figures stretch the timescape into a stream-of-consciousness, while the
inclusion of Dallapiccola’s symbolic rhythmic signature as well as the deeper influences
of Quaderno evoke intertextual connections.
Moreover, the form of the first movement—ABA—suggests a level of symmetry
that can be associated with nonlinearity. But the overall thrust of the movement suggests
a linear presentation from the A section beginning on pitch class 6 (F#) to a contrasting B
section, and finally a recapitulation ending on a quasi-dominant (C# minor and C major).
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The second song begins a half step lower than the beginning of the first one (pitch
class 5, F) and in doing so also bears a quasi-tonic/dominant relationship with the
trichordal sonorities ending the first movement. We can observe how the two 037’s
ending the first movement simultaneously present the dominants of the opening pitches
of both the first and second movements. This suggests background linearity, but in a
paradoxical manner given the coexistence of the “dominants”; the order of their
presentation has been problematized. In a sense, then, perhaps we are also faced with
nonlinearity on a background level here, as the coexistence of these sonorities both
reinforces and obfuscates the background linear goals.
Nonlinearity is manifested on a foreground level in the second song through the
presence of floating rhythm, choral pedal notes, metrical cells, durational layering,
polyphonic or canonic techniques, the juxtaposition of different textures, and the
presentation of discrete row segments rather than linear row forms. Elision of sets in this
movement—unlike row elision in the first—seems to suggest nonlinearity through its
similarity to stream-of-consciousness in the overlap and abundance of sets. The BACH
motive implies nonlinearity through intertextual means. Linearity is conveyed through
the recurring (-4,+2) root motion of triadic sonorities. Other isolated points of foreground
linearity can be found through melodic or voice-leading strategies such as the conjunct
melody atop the P11 and P6 cross-partitions in measures 53 and 54. Like the first
movement, the second movement is in ABA form, which suggests a background
structural linearity. While demonstrating the linear goals of this particular song, the
underlying pitch class motion (F-F#) also has implications as it relates back to the first
movement. Essentially, the choir is back where is started, which again sets a level of
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nonlinearity (stasis) alongside linear goals. In addition, the F-F# gesture of the middle
song is the retrograde of the background F#-F motion of the entire work. The placement
of this reversal in the center of the work is significant given Dallapiccola’s interest in
structure and symmetry.
Perhaps the most temporally intriguing of the movements is the third song. It
begins in the most temporally ambiguous fashion, with sustained tones conveying the
first hexachord of P2 followed shortly thereafter by parlando choral notes set in
durational layering. While this dense vertical setting can be linearly related to the end of
the previous movement—which ends with a dense stack presenting the full aggregate
juxtaposed alongside the choral pitch class 6—it is also elided with the previous
movement through the presence of a new, sustained pitch class 6 (Gb) in the trombone.
The embedded nature of this pitch-class connection—as well as the enharmonic
reinterpretation (Gb) and the rearrangement within a new verticality, seems more
suggestive of stasis and nonlinear characteristics. Again we have the juxtaposition of
nonlinear and linear connections between the movements.
In addition, the nonpitched choir and sustained orchestral notes at the beginning
of the movement evoke stream-of-consciousness. The song’s five-part structure, with its
palindromic middle section, is also relatable to the ternary form of the previous two
movements. Foreground and middleground nonlinearity is conveyed through techniques
such as floating rhythm, compression figures, derived aggregates, durational layering,
canonic writing, proportions, and palindromes. The use of parlando suggests “inner
time,” subjective and nonlinear in nature. Intertextual connections to Il Prigioniero, Canti
di Prigionia, and Quaderno add a layer of nonlinear meaning.
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Linear foreground material is found in isolated linear row statements, and tonal
allusions set up through the arrangement of 037 and 025 sets. We have already discussed
the implications of the final trichords of the row. The end sonority of F resembles a largescale descending half-step from the beginning pitch class 6, reinforcing both the
underlying significance of the 01 dyad and problematizing the ultimate transcendent
quality of the ending sonority through its involvement in structural descent. The final
choral parlando notes seem to destabilize the culmination of linear goals, interpolating a
final instance of subjective “inner time” after this background conclusion. Again, we
have a reordering of temporal events that problematizes linear narrative, further
validating a reading of multiply-directed linearity.
In addition to this background 01 gesture, we can also observe a fratello reference
on a deep, structural level, as Figure 6.1 illustrates. While the reiteration of this
intertextual reference on a background level is an interpolation of linear and nonlinear
characteristics, the nonlinear allusion does not ultimately thwart the realization of linear
goals. Instead, it is another way in which Dallapiccola exploits multiple temporalities and
interweaves linear and nonlinear elements.

Figure 6.1: Background 01 structure and fratello reference in Canti di Liberazione
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Drawing from Kramer, another way in which to assess the multiply-directed
narrative within the piece is to observe the presence and location—or lack thereof—of
musical climaxes. On a deeper level, we can observe how musical gestures (beginning
and ending gestures, for example) are reordered or rearranged. For instance, in the first
movement, a musical climax (fortissimo) occurs somewhat out of context, early on in the
first section (mm. 50-54). The drama then abates, and—aside from “normal” fluctuations
of dynamics—we do not encounter another dramatic peak until the end of the A section
(mm. 96-97). This climax is an ending gesture that is elided with the beginning of the B
section (measure 98), thus functionally ambiguous. The song ends quietly; the reprise of
the A section does not include the initial A section climax. As such, the narrative
sequence of the musical gestures appears reordered.
The second song is largely static; rather than dynamics providing points of
intensity throughout the movement, other strategies provide narrative punctuation at
several points. For instance, the introduction of the timpani ostinato in measure 46, the
shifting choral pedal, the brief measure of silence before the percussion-heavy
Animatissimo in measure 113, and tacet measures before and after the BACH crosspartitions in measures 164-165, provide several dramatic climaxes that do not build to a
single dramatic peak until the very end of the movement. While this might otherwise
convey a single narrative thrust, the dramatic peaks within the movement elaborate upon
the different narrative threads being drawn. For instance, the timpani ostinato in measure
46 provides a demarcation between a section defined by contrapuntal textures and one
that is homophonic. While the same text is being elaborated in both, the timpani ostinato
effectively caps off one strategy and spurs another. But this is not a structurally
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significant narrative climax, in that it does not demarcate a textual section or even
overthrow the contrapuntal devices, which will soon return.
Unsurprisingly, the third movement is remarkable in terms of its climactic
gestures. The recurrence of oscillating dyads conveys a static quality to the different
voices and to the overall textures. A climax occurs in measure 42, with hexachordal
cross-partitions in the orchestra and durationally-layered pitch class 2 (D) in the choir.
Here, the dramatic peak is textually relevant; it illustrates the onset of the second section
with Corucasti...(You were resplendent and shone forth) while conveying in a dynamic
sense the text “broke open my deafness” of the preceding verse. The climax that occurs at
the beginning of this verse then effectively dies away as the rest of the line is conveyed.
We soon encounter a similar dramatic peak (again using cross-partitions, and on
the word Corucasti) in measures 59-60. This is a nearly exact orchestral repetition of the
previous climax; the inclusion of a high A# (pitch class 10) in the choir does not greatly
augment its dramatic quality, and the repetition of this strategy so soon after the previous
one perhaps diminishes its collective expressive power. After this point, we do not
encounter a significant dramatic peak of similar intensity. The setting of the rest of the
verses is mostly static, and while dynamics do vary, these variations do not culminate in a
sense of climax. Therefore, while the climax occurs early on (as in the first movement), it
does not have structural connotations to the ending (in contrast to the first movement),
given its relationship with the text and the echo which degrades its expressive potential.
The palindromic heart of the third movement does not coincide with the dynamic climax
of the work.
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In conclusion, analyzing Canti di Liberazione through the lens of Kramer’s
multiply-directed linearity lends us a greater understanding of some of the work’s most
unique, defining qualities. Given its intertextual ties—literary, self-quotation, and
musical allusion—and Dallapiccola’s integration of serialism and literary nonlinearity,
temporally-rooted analysis is crucial to a critical reading of the work. Like many
twentieth-century works—musical, literary, cinematic, and otherwise—Liberazione
exhibits multiple temporalities. It would be a mistake to classify it as merely nonlinear
given its nonlinear characteristics. Instead, drawing from Kramer’s temporally-informed
theories, we can distinguish between linearity and nonlinearity on different structural
levels, and then use these observations to reach conclusions about the work in general.
Multiply-directed linearity is a satisfactory classification, accounting for both the
background dyadic motion (F#-F), and the many nonlinear characteristics throughout the
work on foreground and middleground levels.
The significance of time in twentieth-century art, music, and culture was
profound. Incorporating temporal theories into musical analysis can potentially enrich
these critical readings and yield fresh perspectives. Temporality is just one piece of the
puzzle, but it holds great value, especially in the case of Luigi Dallapiccola’s Canti di
Liberazione.
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APPENDIX A
I. SECURED PERMISSIONS FROM EDIZIONE SUVINI ZERBONI
Musical examples from Canti di Liberazione reproduced with permission.
© Sugarmusic S.p.A. – Edizioni Suvini Zerboni, Milan, Italy.
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